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Abstract
Several important measures of quantum correlations of a state of
a finite-dimensional composite system are defined as linear combina-
tions of marginal entropies of this state. This paper is devoted to
the infinite-dimensional generalizations of such quantities and to the
analysis of their properties.
We introduce the notion of faithful extension of a linear combi-
nation of marginal entropies and consider several concrete examples
starting with the quantum mutual information and the quantum con-
ditional entropy.
Then we show that the conditional mutual information can be
uniquely defined as a lower semicontinuous function on the set of all
states of a tripartite infinite-dimensional system possessing all the
basic properties valid in finite dimensions.
Infinite-dimensional generalizations of some other measures of quan-
tum correlations in multipartite quantum systems are also considered.
It is shown that almost all of these generalized measures are globally
lower semicontinuous and possess local continuity properties which
essentially simplify their use in analysis of quantum systems.
In the second part of the paper we consider applications of the
general results of its first part, in particular, to the theory of infinite-
dimensional quantum channels and their capacities. We also show the
existence of the Fawzi-Renner recovery channel reproducing marginal
states for all tripartite states (including states with infinite marginal
entropies) starting with the corresponding finite-dimensional result.
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1 Introduction
Characterization of quantum correlations in composite quantum systems is
one of the main problems in quantum information theory which attracted
attention from the middle of 20-th century. A notable progress in this direc-
tion had been achieved during the last two decades when several quantities
characterizing special forms of quantum correlations had been found and
explored. It is natural that initially all these characteristics were studied
in finite-dimensional settings to avoid analytical problems arising in dealing
with infinite-dimensional quantum systems (such as discontinuity and infi-
nite values of the von Neumann entropy, noncompactness of a state space,
etc.) Nevertheless, keeping in mind the physical applications it seems reason-
able to construct infinite-dimensional generalizations of the commonly used
information quantities and to study their properties.
One of the main problems in infinite-dimensional generalization of infor-
mation quantities is the appearance of the uncertainty ”∞ − ∞” in their
original definitions. For example, many important characteristics of a state
ω of a multipartite finite-dimensional system A1...An are defined as a real
linear combination of the marginal entropies∑
k
αkH(ωXk), (1)
where ωXk is a partial state of ω corresponding to a subsystem Xk of A1...An.
Linear combination (1) correctly determines a value in [−∞,+∞] only for
states ω of an infinite-dimensional system A1...An for which all the summands
in (1) are either > −∞ or < +∞. Since the states with finite von Neumann
entropy form a first category subset within the set of all states [40], a direct
translation of definition (1) to the case of infinite-dimensional multipartite
systems makes the corresponding quantity undefined for ”almost all” states.
Fortunately, the above problem can be (partially or completely) solved
by using alternative expressions for (1) consisting of terms which are more
stable under passage to infinite dimensions. The simplest example is using
the expression
H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB), (2)
where H(·‖·) is the quantum relative entropy, instead of the linear combina-
tion
H(ωA) +H(ωB)−H(ωAB) (3)
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defining quantum mutual information of a state ωAB of a finite-dimensional
bipartite system. Properties of the relative entropy show that (2) gives ad-
equate definition of the quantum mutual information for any state ωAB of
infinite-dimensional bipartite system inheriting all basic properties of this
quantity (nonnegativity, monotonicity, etc, see Sec. 4.1).
Motivated by the coincidence of (2) and (3) the quantum conditional
entropy H(A|B)ω = H(ωAB)−H(ωB) is extended in [27] to the convex set
{ωAB |H(ωA) < +∞} (containing states with H(ωAB) = H(ωB) = +∞) by
the formula
H(A|B)ω = H(ωA)−H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB) (4)
preserving all basic properties of the quantum conditional entropy (mono-
tonicity, concavity, subadditivity). This extension has several important ap-
plications (see Section 5).
In the first part of this paper we begin with introducing the notion of
a faithful extension (F-extension) of linear combination (1) as an extension
satisfying the particular ”robustness” requirement (Def.2), which seems rea-
sonable from the both analytical and physical points of view.
Then we consider infinite-dimensional generalizations of several entropic
quantities having form (1), starting with the analysis of continuity properties
of the quantum mutual information I(A : B)ω defined by formula (2) as a
function of ω (Theorem 1). Then we describe extension (4) of the quantum
conditional entropy and its applications.
Special attention is paid to generalization of the conditional mutual in-
formation
I(A :C|B)ω = H(ωAB) +H(ωBC)−H(ωABC)−H(ωB)
having in mind its numerous applications. It is shown that I(A :C|B)ω has an
unique lower semicontinuous extension to the whole set of states of an infinite-
dimensional tripartite system ABC possessing all the basic properties of the
conditional mutual information valid in finite dimensions (Theorem 2).
Infinite-dimensional generalizations of some other measures of quantum
correlations in multipartite systems (topological entanglement entropy, un-
conditional and conditional secrecy monotone Sn, etc.) are also considered.
In the study of measures of quantum correlations we pay special attention
to their continuity properties. In finite dimensions any quantity (1) is obvi-
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ously continuous on the whole set of states.1 In infinite dimensions global
continuity is a very strong requirement, but one can try to obtain conditions
for local continuity, i.e. continuity with respect to variation of a states within
a particular subset. Intuitively, local continuity of some measure of quantum
correlations can be understood as stability with respect to local perturba-
tions of a state (which are unavoidable due to finite accuracy of the state
preparation procedure).
It turns out that for all commonly used quantum correlation measures
(defined by formula (1) in finite dimensions) there exist simple sufficient
conditions for local continuity expressed via local continuity of one or sev-
eral marginal entropies (not necessarily involved in (1)). These conditions
look especially surprising when local continuity of only one marginal entropy
implies local continuity of the whole linear combination (1) consisting of n
summands (see, for instance, Proposition 6).
We also obtain general results concerning preserving local continuity un-
der conditioning and partial trace (Proposition 2 and Corollary 6).
In the second part of the paper we consider applications of the gen-
eral results of its first part to the theory of infinite-dimensional quantum
channels and their capacities. In particular, we show that the classical
entanglement-assisted capacity with the constraint defined by the linear in-
equality TrFρ ≤ E is continuous on the set of all channels equipped with
the strong convergence topology provided the von Neumann entropy is con-
tinuous on the set of states satisfying this inequality (Proposition 11).
By using the extended conditional mutual information we show the ex-
istence of the Fawzi-Renner recovery channel exactly reproducing marginal
states for all tripartite states (including states with infinite marginal en-
tropies) starting with the corresponding finite-dimensional result from [11]
(Proposition 13).
1There exist discontinuous measures of quantum correlations in finite-dimensional mul-
tipartite systems and their discontinuity has a physical meaning. Such measure (called
irreducible three-party correlation) is considered in [8, 35]. Its discontinuity is a corollary
of the discontinuity of the maximal entropy inference – an interesting purely quantum
effect discovered by Knauf and Weis [24].
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2 Preliminaries
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, B(H) and T(H) – Banach spaces of all
bounded operators and of all trace-class operators in H, T+(H) – the cone
of positive operators in T(H), S(H) – the set of quantum states (operators
in T+(H) with unit trace) [16, 33].
Trace class operators (not only states) will be denoted by the Greek letters
ρ, σ, ω, ... All others linear operators (in particular, unbounded operators)
will be denoted by the Latin letters A, B, F , H , ...
Denote by IH the unit operator in a Hilbert space H and by IdH the
identity transformation of the Banach space T(H).
A quantum operation Φ from a system A to a system B is a completely
positive trace non-increasing linear map T(HA)→ T(HB), where HA andHB
are Hilbert spaces associated with the systems A and B. A trace preserving
quantum operation is called quantum channel [16, 33].
The von Neumann entropy H(ρ) = Trη(ρ) of a state ρ ∈ S(H), where
η(x) = −x log x, has the natural extension to the cone T+(H) (cf.[31])2
H(ρ) = TrρH
(
ρ
Trρ
)
= Trη(ρ)− η(Trρ), ρ ∈ T+(H). (5)
Nonnegativity, concavity and lower semicontinuity of the von Neumann
entropy on the cone T+(H) follow from the corresponding properties of this
function on the set S(H) [31, 40]. By definition
H(λρ) = λH(ρ), λ ≥ 0. (6)
The concavity of the von Neumann entropy is supplemented by the in-
equality
H (λρ+ (1− λ)σ) ≤ λH(ρ) + (1− λ)H(σ) + max{Trρ,Trσ}h2(λ), (7)
where h2(λ) = η(λ) + η(1− λ), valid for any operators ρ, σ ∈ T+(H).
The quantum relative entropy for two operators ρ and σ in T+(H) is
defined as follows (cf.[31])
H(ρ ‖σ) =
+∞∑
i=1
〈i| ρ log ρ− ρ log σ + σ − ρ |i〉,
2Here and in what follows log denotes the natural logarithm.
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where {|i〉}+∞i=1 is the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of the operator ρ and
it is assumed that H(ρ ‖σ) = +∞ if suppρ is not contained in suppσ. This
definition implies
H(λρ ‖λσ) = λH(ρ ‖σ), λ ≥ 0. (8)
We will use the following result of the purification theory.
Lemma 1. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces such that dimH = dimK.
For an arbitrary pure state ω0 in S(H⊗K) and an arbitrary sequence {ρk}
of states in S(H) converging to the state ρ0 = TrKω0 there exists a se-
quence {ωk} of pure states in S(H⊗K) converging to the state ω0 such that
ρk = TrKωk for all k.
The assertion of Lemma 1 can be proved by noting that the infimum
in the definition of the Bures distance (or the supremum in the definition of
the Uhlmann fidelity) between two quantum states can be taken only over all
purifications of one state with fixed purification of the another state and that
the convergence of a sequence of states in the trace norm distance implies its
convergence in the Bures distance [11, 16, 33].
We will use the following property of the von Neumann entropy.
Lemma 2. Let ωA1...An be a state of n-partite system A1...An and
{P kA1}k ⊂ B(HA1),..., {P kAn}k ⊂ B(HAn) sequences of projectors strongly
converging to the identity operators IA1,...,IAn. Let ω
k
A1...An
= λ−1k QkωA1...AnQk,
where Qk = P
k
A1
⊗ . . .⊗ P kAn, λk = TrQkωA1...An and Ai1 ...Aim, m ≤ n, be a
subsystem of A1...An. Then
lim
k→∞
H(ωkAi1 ...Aim
) = H(ωAi1 ...Aim ) ≤ +∞.
Proof. By noting that
λkω
k
Ai1 ...Aim
≤ P kAi1 ⊗ ...⊗ P
k
Aim
ωAi1 ...Aim P
k
Ai1
⊗ ...⊗ P kAim ∀k,
this assertion can be proved by using Simon’s convergence theorems for the
von Neumann entropy [30, the Appendix].
Remark 1. Throughout the paper we will consider that continuous
functions on a metric space are finite on this space (in contrast to lower
(upper) semicontinuous functions which can take infinite values). We will
say that local continuity of a function f implies local continuity of a function
g if
lim
k→∞
f(xk) = f(x0) 6= ±∞ ⇒ lim
k→∞
g(xk) = g(x0) 6= ±∞
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for any sequence {xk} converging to x0.
We will refer to the following simple fact.
Lemma 3. Let f1, ...fn be nonnegative lower semicontinuous functions on
a metric space X. Then local continuity of
∑n
k=1 fk implies local continuity
of all the functions f1, ...fn.
Remark 2. Throughout the paper we will assume that any function F
on the set S(H) of quantum states is extended to the cone T+(H) by the
formula
F (ρ) = [Trρ]F
(
ρ
Trρ
)
Note that such extension of a function F (ρ) =
∑
k αkH(Φk(ρ)), where Φk
are positive linear maps, is determined by the same formula provided that
extension (5) of the von Neumann entropy is used.
3 On faithful extension of entropic quantities
Quantum correlations of a state of a finite-dimensional n-partite system
A1...An are described by different entropic quantities (such as quantum mu-
tual information, quantum conditional entropy, conditional mutual informa-
tion, topological entanglement entropy, etc.), defined as a real linear combi-
nation of marginal entropies, i.e. as a function
F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k
αkH(ωXk) (9)
on the set of all states of the system, where ωXk is a partial state of ωA1...An
corresponding to a subsystem Xk of A1...An.
In infinite dimensions such entropic quantity is correctly defined if all the
marginal entropies H(ωXk) involved in the corresponding linear combina-
tion (9) are finite (or at least this linear combination does not contain the
uncertainty ”∞−∞”). Nevertheless such narrow domain of definition can
be extended by using althernative expressions, which are more stable under
passage to infinite dimensions than the linear combination in (9). Exam-
ples of such extensions for quantum mutual information and for quantum
conditional entropy have been mentioned in the Introduction.
These examples motivate questions about possible extensions of linear
combination (9) to states at which it is not correctly defined and about
requirements to these extensions in general settings.
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In general the function F in (9) is not lower or upper semicontinuous on
the set of states at which it is well defined (the linear combination does not
contain the uncertainty ”∞−∞”), but Lemma 2 shows that for any such
state this function possesses the following property:
lim
k→∞
F (ωkA1...An) = F (ωA1...An) ∈ [−∞,+∞] (10)
for any sequence of ”truncated” states
ωkA1...An = λ
−1
k QkωA1...AnQk, Qk = P
k
A1
⊗ . . .⊗ P kAn, λk = TrQkωA1...An,
determined by sequences {P kA1}k ⊂ B(HA1),..., {P kAn}k ⊂ B(HAn) of projec-
tors strongly converging to the identity operators IA1,...,IAn .
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This property can be treated as a self-consistency or stability of F with
respect to state truncation. It seems to be a reasonable requirement for any
measure of quantum correlations from the both analytical and physical points
of view. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 1. Let A be a subset of states of a multipartite system A1...An
such that
ωA1...An ∈ A ⇒ [TrQωA1...An]−1QωA1...AnQ ∈ A, (11)
where Q = PA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ PAn, for any projectors PAi ∈ B(HAi), i = 1, n. We
will say that a function F taking values in [−∞,+∞] is faithful on A if for
any state ωA1...An ∈ A the above condition (10) is valid.
It is clear that continuity of F implies faithfulness of F , but the reverse
is not true. The simplest example is given by the von Neumann entropy
of a marginal state F (ωA1...An) = H(ωX), X ⊆ A1...An, which is a faithful
function on the whole set of states of A1...An by Lemma 2.
The faithfulness property seems to be a reasonable replacement for the
continuity in infinite dimensions. Many characteristics of states of bi- and
multipartite infinite-dimensional systems are globally faithful but not con-
tinuous. For example, the bi- and multipartite quantum mutual information,
the Entanglement of Formation of a bipartite state (defined as a ”continuous”
convex roof, see [37]), etc. The faithfulness of these characteristics follows
from their lower semicontinuity and monotonicity under local operations.
3If F (ωA1...An) is well defined then F (ω
k
A1...An
) is well defined for all k (since finiteness
of H(ρ) implies finiteness of H(PρP ) for any projector P ).
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Lemma 4. If F is a lower semicontinuous function on a subset A of
T+(HA1...An) satisfying condition (11) and F (Φ1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Φn(ω)) ≤ F (ω) for
any ω ∈ A and arbitrary quantum operations Φ1 : A1 →A1, ..,Φn : An →An
then F is faithful on A ∩S(HA1...An).
The faithfulness is a very convenient property from the analytical point
of view. It is the faithfulness of the bipartite quantum mutual information
that was implicitly used in [27] to prove concavity and other basic properties
of quantum conditional entropy for its extension (4).
The above arguments show that a function F̂ can be treated as an ad-
equate extension of a particular information quantity F to a subset A of
S(HA1...An) if it is faithful on this subset.
Definition 2.A function F̂ is called faithful extension (briefly, F-extension)
of the function F in (9) to a subset A ∈ S(HA1...An) satisfying condition (11)
if it is faithful on A and F̂ (ω) = F (ω) for any state ω ∈ A for which F (ω) is
well defined.
Definition 2 implies the following simple observations used below.
Lemma 5. If F-extension of a linear combination of marginal entropies
to a particular subset exists then it is uniquely defined.
Lemma 6. If F̂1 and F̂2 are F-extensions of quantities F1 and F2 to a
particular set A such that c1F̂1 + c2F̂2, c1, c2 ∈ R, is well defined on A then
c1F̂1 + c2F̂2 is a F-extension of the quantity c1F1 + c2F2 to the set A.
We finish this section by a general result concerning the case when linear
combination (9) is bounded on the set where it is well defined.4 This result
(proved by Winter’s modification of the Alicki-Fannes technic [3, 43]) shows
that boundedness of (9) implies its uniform continuity and gives estimates
for its variation.
Proposition 1. If a function F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk) is bounded on
the set Sf = {ωA1...An | maxi rankωAi < +∞} then it has a unique continu-
ous extension F̂ to the set S(HA1...An) such that
|F̂ (ω1)− F̂ (ω2)| ≤ ε sup
ω,ω′∈Sf
|F (ω)−F (ω′)|+(1+ ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)∑
k
|αk| (12)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HA1...An) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·)
is the binary entropy.
4Examples corresponding to this case are considered below (see Corollaries 1,5,8,11).
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If F is a concave (corresp., convex) function on Sf then F̂ is a con-
cave (corresp., convex) function on S(HA1...An) and
∑
k |αk| in (12) can be
replaced by
∑
k:αk>0
|αk| (corresp., by
∑
k:αk<0
|αk|).
Proof. It suffices to show that (12) holds with F̂ = F for any states
ω1, ω2 ∈ Sf , since this would imply that F is a uniformly continuous function
on the dense subset Sf of S(HA1...An) uniquely extended, by a standard way,
to a continuous function F̂ on the set S(HA1...An) satisfying (12).
The concavity of the von Neumann entropy and inequality (7) imply
λF (ω1) + (1− λ)F (ω2) + C−h2(λ)
≤ F (λω1 + (1− λ)ω2) ≤
λF (ω1) + (1− λ)F (ω2) + C+h2(λ)
(13)
for any states ω1, ω2 ∈ Sf , where C− =
∑
k:αk<0
αk and C+ =
∑
k:αk>0
αk.
Following [43] introduce the state ω∗ = (1+ ε)−1(ω1+ [ω2−ω1]+). Then
1
1 + ε
ω1 +
ε
1 + ε
ω˜1 = ω∗ =
1
1 + ε
ω2 +
ε
1 + ε
ω˜2, (14)
where ω˜1 = ε−1[ω2 − ω1]+ and ω˜2 = ε−1((1 + ε)ω∗ − ω2) are states in Sf .
By applying (13) to the above convex decompositions of ω∗ we obtain
1
1 + ε
(F (ω1)− F (ω2)) ≤ ε
1 + ε
(F (ω˜2)− F (ω˜1)) + (C+ − C−)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
and
1
1 + ε
(F (ω2)− F (ω1)) ≤ ε
1 + ε
(F (ω˜1)− F (ω˜2)) + (C+ − C−)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
.
These inequalities imply (12) with F̂ = F , since C+ − C− =
∑
k |αk|.
The last assertion of the proposition follows from the above proof. 
If dA
.
= dimHA < +∞ then Proposition 1 imply the following continuity
bounds for the von Neumann entropy and for the conditional entropy
|H(ω1)−H(ω2)| ≤ ε log dA + (1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
(15)
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and
|H(A|B)ω1 −H(A|B)ω2| ≤ 2ε log dA + (1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
(16)
(the concavity of the both these quantities was taken into account).
Continuity bound (15) is close (and asymptotically equivalent) to the
sharpest continuity bound for the von Neumann entropy
|H(ω1)−H(ω2)| ≤ ε log(dA − 1) + h2(ε)
obtained by Audenaert [4]. Continuity bound (16) coincides with the tight
continuity bound for the conditional entropy proved by Winter using (14) and
the special representation for the conditional entropy [43, Lemma 2]. So, we
have some reasons to expect that Proposition 1 gives quite sharp continuity
bounds despite its universality.
4 Quantum mutual information and its use
4.1 Bipartite case
Quantum correlations of a state ωAB of a finite-dimensional bipartite quan-
tum system AB are characterized by the value
I(A :B)ω = H(ωA) +H(ωB)−H(ωAB) (17)
called quantum mutual information of this state [29, 33, 39].
In infinite dimensions the linear combination of marginal entropies in (17)
may contain the uncertainty ”∞−∞”, but it can be correctly defined for
any state ωAB (as a value in [0,+∞]) by the expression
I(A :B)ω = H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB) (18)
coinciding with (17) for any state ωAB with finite marginal entropies.
In infinite dimensions the right hand side of (18) plays a role of ”build-
ing block” in construction of many characteristics of quantum systems and
channels. It is used in extension (4) of quantum conditional entropy, in
the definitions of quantum mutual and coherent informations of an infinite-
dimensional quantum channel (see Sect.8.1,8.2 below), etc.
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In some applications quantity (17) is used with arbitrarily positive trace
class operators ωAB (not only states). In this case (6) and (8) imply
I(A :B)ω = H
(
ωAB ‖ ωA ⊗ ωB
TrωAB
)
.
Basic properties of the relative entropy show that ω 7→ I(A : B)ω is a
lower semicontinuous function on the cone T+(HAB) possessing the following
properties:
A1) I(A :B)ω ≥ 0 for any operator ωAB and I(A :B)ω = 0 if and only if ωAB
is a product operator, i.e. [TrωAB]ωAB = ωA ⊗ ωB;
A2) monotonicity under local reduction: I(A :BC)ω ≥ I(A :B)ω;
A3) monotonicity under local operations: I(A :B)ω ≥ I(A′ :B′)ΦA⊗ΦB(ω) for
arbitrary quantum operations ΦA : A→ A′ and ΦB : B → B′; 5
A4) additivity: I(AA′ :BB′)ω⊗ω′ = I(A :B)ω + I(A
′ :B′)ω′ .
By Lemma 4 the lower semicontinuity of I(A :B)ω and property A3 show
that I(A :B)ω defined by (18) is the F-extension of (17) to the set S(HAB).
We will use the following upper bound
I(A :B)ω ≤ 2min{H(ωA), H(ωB)} (19)
mentioned in [29]. It directly follows from identity (88) in the Appendix.
The following theorem gives local continuity conditions for the bipartite
quantum mutual information (as a function on the cone T+(HAB)), which
will be essentially used below.
Theorem 1. A) The limit relation
lim
k→∞
I(A :B)ωk = I(A :B)ω0 (20)
holds for a sequence {ωk} ⊂ T+(HAB) converging to an operator ω0 if one of
the following conditions is valid:
5If ΦA and ΦB are quantum channels then this property directly follows from the mono-
tonicity of the relative entropy, if ΦA and ΦB are trace-non-preserving quantum operations
then additional arguments are required, for example, formula (91) in the Appendix can
be used.
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a) limk→∞H(ω
k
X) = H(ω
0
X) < +∞, where X is one of the systems A,B (in
this case the limit in (20) is finite according to (19));
b) λkω
k ≤ ΦkA⊗ΦkB(ω0) for some sequences {ΦkA} and {ΦkB} of local quantum
operations and some sequence {λk} ⊂ [0, 1] converging to 1.
B) If (20) holds for a sequence {ωk} ⊂ T+(HAB) as a finite limit then
lim
k→∞
I(A′ :B′)ΦA⊗ΦB(ωk) = I(A
′ :B′)ΦA⊗ΦB(ω0) < +∞ (21)
for arbitrary quantum operations ΦA : A→ A′ and ΦB : B → B′.
Theorem 1B states, briefly speaking, that local continuity of quantum
mutual information is preserved by local operations.
Theorem 1 (proved in the Appendix) shows, in particular, that the quan-
tum mutual information I(A :B)ω is continuous on the set S(HAB) if and
only if either A or B is a finite-dimensional system. Proposition 1 and upper
bound (19) give the continuity bound for I(A :B)ω in this case.
Corollary 1. If one of the systems A and B, say A, is finite-dimensional
then I(A :B)ω is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HAB) and
|I(A :B)ω1 − I(A :B)ω2 | ≤ 2ε log dimHA + 3(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HAB) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·) is
the binary entropy.
Remark 3. The continuity conditions for I(A : B)ω in Theorem 1A
coincides with the continuity condition for the Entanglement of Formation
EF (ω) of a state of an infinite-dimensional bipartite system [37, Sect.6].
The following example shows that condition a) in Theorem 1A is not
necessary for existence of a finite limit in (20).
Example 1. Consider a sequence {ρk} ⊂ S(HA) converging to a state
ρ0 such that limk→∞H(ρk) 6= H(ρ0). By Lemma 1 there exists a sequence
{ωk} ⊂ S(HAB), HB ∼= HA, converging to a state ω0 ∈ S(HAB) such that
ωkA = ρk for all k ≥ 0. Let σk = ωkB and ω˜k = pkωk + (1− pk)ρk ⊗ σk, where
{pk} is a sequence of positive numbers such that limk→∞ pkH(ρk) = 0. The
sequence {ω˜k} converges to the state ω˜0 = ρ0 ⊗ σ0. By using the convexity
of the relative entropy it is easy to see that
lim
k→∞
I(A :B)ω˜k = 0 = I(A :B)ω˜0
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while
lim
k→∞
H(ω˜kA) 6= H(ω˜0A) and lim
k→∞
H(ω˜kB) 6= H(ω˜0B),
since ω˜kA = ρk and ω˜
k
B = σk for all k ≥ 0.
Condition b) in Theorem 1A implies the following observation used below.
Corollary 2. Let X and Y be disjoint subsystems of A1...An. The
function ωA1...An 7→ I(X :Y )ω is faithful on S(HA1...An).6
Proof. We may assume that X = A1 and Y = A2. The validity of relation
(10) for the function ωA1...An 7→ I(A1 :A2)ω follows from the inequality
λkω
k
A1A2
≤ P kA1 ⊗ P kA2 ωA1A2 P kA1 ⊗ P kA2 ∀k,
(where λk is defined in (10)) and condition b) in Theorem 1A.
Remark 4. Corollary 2 and Lemma 2 show, by Lemma 6, that the
function
ωA1...An 7→
∑
k
αkI(Xk : Yk)ω +
∑
k
βkH(ωZk), (22)
where Xk, Yk, Zk are subsystems of A1...An, is faithful on the set of all states
at which it is well defined (the linear combination in (22) does not contain
the uncertainty ”∞−∞”).
4.2 Multipartite case
Quantummutual information of a state ωA1...An of a finite-dimensional n-par-
tite quantum system A1...An is defined as follows (cf. [7, 15, 33, 44])
I(A1 : . . . : An)ω =
n∑
i=1
H(ωAi)−H(ωA1...An). (23)
In infinite dimensions it can be correctly defined for any state ωA1...An (as a
value in [0,+∞]) by the expression
I(A1 : . . . : An)ω = H(ωA1...An ‖ωA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωAn ) (24)
coinciding with (23) for any state ωA1...An with finite marginal entropies.
6See Def.1. In general faithfulness of the function ωXY 7→ F (ωXY ) does not imply
faithfulness of the function ωA1...An 7→ F (ωXY ).
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Quantity (23) can be extended to the cone T+(HA1...An) by the formula
I(A1 : . . . : An)ω = H
(
ωA1...An ‖
ωA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωAn
[TrωA1...An]
n−1
)
.
Basic properties of the relative entropy show that I(A1 : . . . : An)ω is
a lower semicontinuous function on the cone T+(HA1...An) taking values in
[0,+∞] and possessing the analogs of the above properties A1-A4. This can
be shown by using the identity
I(A1 : . . . : An)ω = I(A2 : A1)ω + I(A3 : A1A2)ω + . . .+ I(An : A1...An−1)ω
which is directly verified for a state ω with finite marginal entropies and
can be extended to arbitrary states by approximation using Corollary 2. It
follows from Lemma 4 that I(A1 : . . . : An)ω defined by (24) is a F-extension
of (23) to the set S(HA1...An).
The above identity makes possible to obtain from (19) the upper bound
I(A1 : . . . :An)ω ≤ 2 min
1≤j≤n
∑
i 6=j
H(ωAi) (25)
and to derive from Theorem 1 its n-partite version.
Corollary 3. A) The limit relation
lim
k→∞
I(A1 : ... : An)ωk = I(A1 : ... : An)ω0 (26)
holds for a sequence {ωk} ⊂ T+(HA1...An) converging to an operator ω0 if
one of the following conditions is valid:
a) limk→∞H(ω
k
Ai
) = H(ω0Ai) < +∞ for at least n−1 values of i (in this
case the limit in (26) is finite according to (25)); 7
b) λkω
k ≤ ΦkA1 ⊗ ... ⊗ ΦkAn(ω0) for some sequences {ΦkA1},...,{ΦkAn} of local
quantum operations and some sequence {λk} ⊂ [0, 1] converging to 1.
B) If (26) holds for a sequence {ωk} ⊂ T+(HA1...An) as a finite limit then
lim
k→∞
I(A′1 : ... : A
′
n)ΦA1⊗...⊗ΦAn(ωk) = I(A
′
1 : ... : A
′
n)ΦA1⊗...⊗ΦAn(ω0)
7It is easy to see that validity of this relation for n−2 values of i does not imply (26).
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for arbitrary quantum operations ΦA1 : A1 → A′1, ...,ΦAn : An → A′n.
Corollary 3B states that local operations do not destroy continuity of the
multipartite quantum mutual information (similar to the bipartite case).
By using the condition b) in Corollary 3A one can generalize Corollary 2,
i.e. to show global faithfulness of the function ωA1...An 7→ I(Ai1 : ... : Aim)ω
for any subsystems Ai1, ..., Aim of A1...An.
Proposition 1 and upper bound (25) imply the following result.
Corollary 4. If n−1 subsystems, say A1, ..., An−1, are finite-dimensional
then I(A1 : ... :An)ω is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HA1...An)
and
|I(A1 : ... :An)ω1 − I(A1 : ... :An)ω2| ≤ 2εC + (n + 1)(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HA1...An) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·)
is the binary entropy and C = log dimHA1...An−1.
4.3 General relations between conditional and uncon-
ditional quantities
For a quantity F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk) introduce the corresponding con-
ditional quantity
F·|B(ωA1...AnB) =
∑
k
αk[H(ωXkB)−H(ωB)] . (27)
By considering F as a function of ωA1...AnB we have[
F·|B − F
]
(ωA1...AnB) = −
∑
k
αk[H(ωXk) +H(ωB)−H(ωXkB)]
for any state with finite marginal entropies. Hence, Remark 4, upper bound
(19) and Theorem 1 imply the following observation.
Proposition 2. The difference
[
F·|B − F
]
has the finite F-extension[
F·|B − F
]
(ωA1...AnB) = −
∑
k
αkI(Xk :B)ω (28)
to the set {ωA1...AnB | min {H(ωB),
∑
kH(ωXk)} < +∞} possessing the prop-
erties:
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1)
∣∣[F·|B − F ](ωA1...AnB)∣∣ ≤ min{H(ωB)[|∑kαk|+∑k|αk|], 2∑k|αk|H(ωXk)};
2) the function ωA1...AnB 7→
[
F·|B − F
]
(ωA1...AnB) is continuous on a subset
A ⊂ T+(HA1...AnB) if one the following conditions holds:
a) the function ωA1...AnB 7→ H(ωB) is continuous on A;
b) the functions ωA1...AnB 7→ H(ωXk) is continuous on A for all k.
Proposition 2 with condition a) shows, roughly speaking, that condition-
ing upon a system with finite (corresp. continuous) entropy does not destroy
finiteness (corresp. continuity) of a quantity F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk).
Proposition 2 with condition b) shows that finiteness (corresp. continuity)
of all marginal entropies in a linear combination F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk)
guarantees finiteness (corresp. continuity) of the conditional quantity F·|B
regardless of the system B.
By Proposition 2 the formula
F·|B(ωA1...AnB) =
∑
k
αk [H(ωXk)− I(Xk :B)ω] (29)
defines the F-extension of (27) to the set {ωA1...AnB | maxkH(ωXk) < +∞}.
Note: Proposition 2 does not assert the existence of F-extension of quan-
tity (27) to the set {ωA1...AnB |H(ωB) < +∞}.
5 Extended quantum conditional entropy
The quantum conditional entropy
H(A|B)ω = H(ωAB)−H(ωB) (30)
of a state of a finite-dimensional bipartite system AB is essentially used
in analysis of quantum systems and channels despite its possible negativity
[16, 33]. It has the following basic properties:
B1) concavity: H(A|B)pω1+(1−p)ω2 ≥ pH(A|B)ω1 + (1− p)H(A|B)ω2;
B2) monotonicity: H(A|B)ω ≥ H(A|BC)ω, ω = ωABC ;
B3) subadditivity: H(AA′|BB′)ω ≤ H(A|B)ω +H(A′|B′)ω, ω = ωAA′BB′ .
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In infinite dimensions formula (30) defines a finite quantity possessing
properties B1-B3 on the set Sf = {ωAB | max{H(ωA), H(ωB)} < +∞}. This
narrow domain of definition of H(A|B)ω is extended in [27], where it is shown
that the quantity
He(A|B)ω = H(ωA)−H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB) = H(ωA)− I(A :B)ω (31)
coinciding with (30) on Sf possesses properties B1-B3 on the convex set
{ωAB |H(ωA) < +∞} containing states with H(ωAB) = H(ωB) = +∞. This
extension turns out to be very useful in the analysis of infinite-dimensional
quantum systems and channels [12, 21].8 Note that (31) is a partial case of
(29) for F (ωA) = H(ωA).
Proposition 1 in [27] and Proposition 2 imply the following observations.
Proposition 3.A) The quantity He(A|B)ω defined by (31) is a F-extension
of the quantum conditional entropy (30) to the set {ωAB |H(ωA) < +∞} pos-
sessing properties B1-B3 such that |He(A|B)ω| ≤ H(ωA).
B) Local continuity of H(ωA) implies local continuity of He(A|B)ω.
Continuity bound for the conditional entropy defined by formula (30)
under the condition dimHA < +∞ was originally obtained by Alicki and
Fannes in [3] and then was strengthened by Winter in [43]. Proposition 1
gives the continuity bound for the extended quantum conditional entropy
coinciding with Winter’s continuity bound.9
Corollary 5. If the system A is finite-dimensional then He(A|B)ω is a
continuous bounded function on the set S(HAB) and
|He(A|B)ω1 −He(A|B)ω2 | ≤ 2ε log dimHA + (1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
(32)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HAB) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·) is
the binary entropy.
Besides the above-mentioned direct applications the function He(A|B)ω
can be used for construction of F-extensions for linear combinations of marginal
entropies of a special form. By Remark 4 the function
ωA1...An 7→
∑
k
αkHe(Xk|Yk)ω, (33)
8This extension of the quantum conditional entropy plays a basic role of the proof of
the generalized version of the Bennett-Shor-Smolin-Thaplyal theorem given in [21].
9So, Corollary 5 generalizes Winter’s continuity bound to the case H(ωB) = +∞ . It
can be directly derived from Lemma 2 in [43] by approximation.
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where Xk, Yk are disjoint subsystems of A1...An, is faithful on the set of all
states for which H(ωXk) < +∞ for all k. This and Proposition 3 imply the
following observation.
Proposition 4. If a quantity F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk) can be repre-
sented as follows
F (ωA1...An) = β1H(ωAi0 ) +
∑
k>1
βk
[
H(ωAi0Yk)−H(ωYk)
]
, (34)
where Yk is a particular subsystem of A1...An\Ai0 for all k, then F has the
F-extension
F̂ (ωA1...An) = β1H(ωAi0 ) +
∑
k>1
βkHe(Ai0 |Yk)ω
to the set {ωA1...An |H(ωAi0 ) < +∞} possessing the properties:
1) |F̂ (ωA1...An)| ≤ H(ωAi0 )
∑
k≥1 |βk|;
2) local continuity of the function ωA1...An 7→ H(ωAi0 ) implies local continuity
of the function ωA1...An 7→ F̂ (ωA1...An).
Remark 5. If a quantity F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk) has representation
(34) for some index i0 then the corresponding conditional quantity (27) also
has representation (34) for the same index i0 and hence, by Proposition 4,
it has the F-extension to the set {ωA1...AnB |H(ωAi0 ) < +∞} possessing the
above properties 1) and 2) (with ωA1...AnB instead of ωA1...An). 
For a quantity F (ωA1...An) =
∑
k αkH(ωXk) consider the ”reduced” quan-
tity
F·\Ai0 (ωA1...An) =
∑
k
αkH(ωXk\Ai0 ),
where ωXk\Ai0 = TrAi0ωXk if Ai0 ⊆ Xk and ωXk\Ai0 = ωXk otherwise. We
have [
F·\Ai0 − F
]
(ωA1...An) =
∑
k∈K(i0)
αk
[
H(ωXk\Ai0 )−H(ωXk)
]
,
where K(i0)
.
= {k |Ai0 ⊆ Xk}, i.e. the difference
[
F·\Ai0 − F
]
has represen-
tation (34). So, Proposition 4 implies the following observation used below.
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Corollary 6. The difference
[
F·\Ai0 − F
]
has the finite F-extension
[
F·\Ai0 − F
]
(ωA1...An) = −
∑
k∈K(i0)
αkHe(Ai0 |Xk\Ai0)ω
to the set {ωA1...An |H(ωAi0 ) < +∞} possessing the properties:
1)
∣∣[F·\Ai0 − F ](ωA1...An)∣∣ ≤ H(ωAi0 )∑k∈K(i0) |αk|;
2) local continuity of the function ωA1...An 7→ H(ωAi0 ) implies local continuity
of the function ωA1...An 7→
[
F·\Ai0 − F
]
(ωA1...An).
Corollary 6 shows, roughly speaking, that reducing a system with finite
(corresp. continuous) entropy does not destroy finiteness (corresp. continu-
ity) of any quantity F defined as a linear combination of marginal entropies.
Note: Corollary 6 does not assert the existence of F-extensions to the
set {ωA1...An |H(ωAi0 ) < +∞} for the quantities F and F·\Ai0 separately.
6 Conditional mutual information
6.1 Tripartite system
The conditional mutual information of a state ωABC of a tripartite finite-
dimensional system ABC is defined as follows
I(A :C|B)ω .= H(ωAB) +H(ωBC)−H(ωABC)−H(ωB). (35)
This quantity plays important role in different branches of quantum infor-
mation theory [9, 10, 11, 15, 39, 44, 46], it has the following basic properties:
C1) I(A :C|B)ω ≥ 0 for any state ωABC and I(A :C|B)ω = 0 if and only if
there is a channel Φ : B → BC such that ωABC = IdA ⊗ Φ(ωAB) [13];
C2) monotonicity under local conditioning: I(AB :C)ω ≥ I(A :C|B)ω;
C3) monotonicity under local operations: I(A :C|B)ω ≥ I(A′ :C ′|B)ΦA⊗IdB⊗ΦC(ω)
for arbitrary quantum operations ΦA : A→ A′ and ΦC : C → C ′;10
10If either ΦA or ΦC is a trace non-preserving operation then I(A
′ :C′|B)ΦA⊗IdB⊗ΦC(ω)
is defined by (35), where H is the extended von Neumann entropy (5), see Remark 2.
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C4) additivity: I(AA′ :CC ′|BB′)ω⊗ω′ = I(A :C|B)ω + I(A′ :C ′|B′)ω′ ;
C5) duality: I(A :C|B)ω = I(A :C|D)ω for any pure state ωABCD [10].
The nonnegativity of I(A : C|B)ω is a basic result of quantum information
theory well known as strong subadditivity of von Neumann entropy [30].
The conditional mutual information (35) can be represented by one of the
formulae
I(A :C|B)ω = I(A :BC)ω − I(A :B)ω, (36)
I(A :C|B)ω = I(AB :C)ω − I(B :C)ω. (37)
By these representations, the nonnegativity of I(A :C|B) is a direct corollary
of the monotonicity of the relative entropy under partial trace.11
Formula (28) in this case implies
I(A :C|B)ω = I(A :C)ω − I(A :B)ω − I(C :B)ω + I(AC :B)ω. (38)
The quantity I(A :C|B)ω defined in (35) can be also represented as follows
I(A :C|B)ω = I(A :C)ω + I(AB :D)ω˜ + I(BC :D)ω˜
+I(AC :D)ω˜ − 4H(ωABC),
(39)
where ω˜ = ω˜ABCD is any purification of the state ωABC .
In infinite dimensions the quantity I(A :C|B)ω is well defined by formula
(35) as a faithful function (Def.1) on the set
S0 = {ωABC |H(ωABC) < +∞, H(ωB) < +∞} .
By Remark 4 formulae (36), (37), (38), (39) define F-extensions of (35) re-
spectively to the sets
S1 = {ωABC | I(A :B)ω < +∞} , S2 = {ωABC | I(B :C)ω < +∞} ,
S3 = {ωABC |H(ωB) < +∞} , S4 = {ωABC |H(ωABC) < +∞} .
11The monotonicity of the quantum relative entropy and the strong subadditivity of the
von Neumann entropy are globally equivalent [16].
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The following theorem shows that formulae (35)-(39) agree with each other
(coincide on the sets Si ∩Sj) and can be extended to a unique lower semi-
continuous function on the set S(HABC) possessing basis properties of the
conditional mutual information.
Theorem 2. There exists a unique lower semicontinuous function
Ie(A :C|B)ω on the set S(HABC) such that:
• Ie(A :C|B)ω coincides with I(A :C|B)ω given by (35),(36), (37), (38),
(39) respectively on the sets S0,S1,S2,S3,S4;
• Ie(A :C|B)ω possesses the above-stated properties C1-C5 of conditional
mutual information.
This function can be defined by one of the equivalent expressions12
Ie(A :C|B)ω = sup
PA
[I(A :BC)QωQ − I(A :B)QωQ ], Q = PA ⊗ IB ⊗ IC , (40)
Ie(A :C|B)ω = sup
PC
[I(AB :C)QωQ − I(B :C)QωQ ], Q = IA ⊗ IB ⊗ PC , (41)
where the suprema are over all finite rank projectors PX ∈ B(HX), X=A,C.
The function Ie(A : C|B)ω satisfies F-extension condition (10) for any
state ωABC such that min{I(A :B)ω, I(B :C)ω, H(ωABC), H(ωB)} < +∞.13
For an arbitrary state ω ∈ S(HABC) the following weaker property is valid:
Ie(A :C|B)ω = lim
k→∞
lim
l→∞
Ie(A :C|B)ωkl , (42)
where
ωkl = λ−1kl QklωQkl, Qkl = P
k
A ⊗ P lB ⊗ P kC , λkl = TrQklω,
{P kA}k ⊂ B(HA), {P lB}l ⊂ B(HB), {P kC}k ⊂ B(HC) are sequences of
projectors strongly converging to the identity operators IA,IB,IC such that
min{rankP kA, rankP kC} < +∞ for all k.
Theorem 2 (proved in the Appendix) shows that the function Ie(A :C|B)ω
can be considered as an extension of the conditional mutual information to
12According to Remark 2 we consider the mutual information I(X : Y )ω as a function
on the cone T+(HXY ), so that I(X :Y )QωQ = [TrQω]I(X :Y ) QωQ
TrQω
.
13It follows from (19) that this condition can be replaced by the stronger but more
explicit condition min{H(ωA), H(ωB), H(ωC), H(ωAB), H(ωBC), H(ωABC)} < +∞.
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the set of all states of infinite-dimensional tripartite system. So, in what
follows we will denote it by I(A :C|B)ω (omitting the subscript e).
Remark 6. By using formulae (36)-(39), the upper bound (19) and
Proposition 2 it is easy to show that 1
2
I(A :C|B)ω is upper bounded by each
of the quantities
H(ωA), H(ωC), H(ωAB), H(ωBC), H(ωB) +
1
2
I(A :C), H(ωABC) +
1
2
I(A :C).
The following corollary shows, in particular, that local continuity of at
least one of these upper bounds implies local continuity of I(A :C|B)ω.
Corollary 7. A) Local continuity of one of the marginal entropies
H(ωA), H(ωC), H(ωAB), H(ωBC) implies local continuity of I(A :C|B)ω.14
Local continuity of one of the marginal entropies H(ωB), H(ωABC) implies
local continuity of the difference I(A :C|B)ω − I(A :C)ω.
B) If {ωk} is a sequence of states in S(HABC) converging to a state ω0
such that λkω
k ≤ ΦkA ⊗ IdB ⊗ ΦkC(ω0) for some sequences {ΦkA} and {ΦkC}
of local quantum operations and some sequence {λk} ⊂ [0, 1] converging to 1
then limk→∞ I(A :C|B)ωk = I(A :C|B)ω0 ≤ +∞
Proof. A) If either H(ωA) or H(ωC) is continuous on a subset A of
S(HABC) then continuity of I(A :C|B)ω on A follows from Theorem 1A and
formulae (36) and (37) correspondingly.
If eitherH(ωAB) orH(ωBC) is continuous on a subset A then Theorem 1A
implies continuity on A of the first term in (37) and in (36) correspondingly.
By Lemma 3 the continuity of I(A : C|B)ω on A follows from its lower
semicontinuity (Theorem 2) and from the lower semicontinuity of I(A :B)ω
and of I(B :C)ω.
If either H(ωB) or H(ωABC) is continuous on a subset A then the conti-
nuity of the difference I(A :C|B)ω − I(A :C)ω on A follows from Theorem
1A and formulae (38) and (39) correspondingly (in the second case Lemma
1 and the equality H(ωABC) = H(ωD) are used).
B) We will use the inequality
λI(A :C|B)ρ + (1− λ)I(A :C|B)σ ≤ I(A :C|B)λρ+(1−λ)σ + 2h2(λ), (43)
14This means that
lim
k→∞
H(ωkX) = H(ω
0
X) < +∞ ⇒ lim
k→∞
I(A :C|B)ωk = I(A :C|B)ω0 < +∞
for a sequence {ωk} converging to a state ω0, where X is one of the systems A,C,AB,BC.
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where h2(λ) is the binary entropy, valid for any operators ρ, σ ∈ T+(HABC)
such that max{Trρ,Trσ} ≤ 1. If all the marginal entropies of the operators ρ
and σ are finite then (43) follows from (35) and (7). In general case (43) can
be proved by approximating the operators ρ and σ by the double sequences
of operators
ρkl = QklρQkl and σkl = QklσQkl, Qkl = P
A
k ⊗ PBl ⊗ PCk ,
where {P kA} ⊂ B(HA), {P lB} ⊂ B(HB), {P kC} ⊂ B(HC) are sequences of
finite rank projectors strongly converging to the identity operators IA,IB,IC .
Since (43) holds for the operators ρkl and σkl for all k and l, validity of (43)
for the operators ρ and σ can be shown by using property (42).
Inequality (43), nonnegativity and monotonicity of the conditional mutual
information under local operations show that
λkI(A :C|B)ωk ≤ I(A :C|B)Φk
A
⊗IdB⊗Φ
k
C
(ω0)+2h2(λ
′
k) ≤ I(A :C|B)ω0+2h2(λ′k),
where λ′k = λk[TrΦ
k
A ⊗ IdB ⊗ΦkC(ω0)]−1 ≥ λk. This inequality and the lower
semicontinuity of the conditional mutual information (Theorem 2) imply the
required limit relation. 
Corollary 7 shows, in particular, that the conditional mutual information
I(A :C|B)ω is continuous on the set S(HABC) if either A or C is a finite-
dimensional system. Proposition 1 and Remark 6 give the continuity bound
for I(A :C|B)ω in this case.
Corollary 8. If one of the systems A and C, say A, is finite-dimensional
then I(A :C|B)ω is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HABC) and
|I(A :C|B)ω1 − I(A :C|B)ω2 | ≤ 2ε log dimHA + 4(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HABC) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·) is
the binary entropy. If the system B is finite-dimensional then the difference
I(A : C|B)ω − I(A : C)ω is uniformly continuous and bounded on the set
S(HABC).
We will use the following analog of Corollary 2.
Corollary 9. Let X, Y and Z be disjoint subsystems of A1...An and
R = A1...An \XY Z. The function ωA1...An 7→ I(X :Z|Y )ω satisfies F-exten-
sion condition (10) for any state ωA1...An such that
min{H(ωX), H(ωY ), H(ωZ), H(ωXY ), H(ωY Z), H(ωXY Z)} < +∞. (44)
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For an arbitrary state ω ∈ S(HA1...An) the following weaker property is valid:
I(X :Z|Y )ω = lim
k→∞
lim
l→∞
I(X :Z|Y )ωklt , (45)
for t = k and for t = l, where
ωklt = λ−1kltQkltωQklt, Qklt = P
k
X ⊗ P lY ⊗ P kZ ⊗ P tR, λklt = TrQkltω,
{P kX}k ⊂ B(HX), {P lY }l ⊂ B(HY ), {P kZ}k ⊂ B(HZ), {P tR}t ⊂ B(HR), are
sequences of projectors strongly converging to the identity operators IX ,IY ,IZ,IR
such that min{rankP kX , rankP kZ} < +∞ for all k.
Proof. We will consider the cases t = k and t = l simultaneously. Since
λkltω
klt
XY Z ≤ ω˜klXY Z .= P kX ⊗ P lY ⊗ P kZ · ωXY Z · P kX ⊗ P lY ⊗ P kZ , (46)
inequality (43) and nonnegativity of I(X :Z|Y ) imply
λkltI(X :Z|Y )ωklt ≤ I(X :Z|Y )ω˜kl + 2h2
(
λklt[Trω˜
kl]−1
)
. (47)
Since Theorem 2 shows that limk→∞ I(X : Z|Y )ω˜kk = I(X : Z|Y )ω for any
state ωA1...An satisfying (44), the first assertion of the corollary follows from
(47) and the lower semicontinuity of the function ωA1...An 7→ I(X :Z|Y )ω.
To prove property (45) denote ωk∗ = liml→∞ ω
klt and ω˜k∗ = liml→∞ = ω˜
kl.
By the condition min{rankP kX , rankP kZ} < +∞ Corollary 8 implies
lim
l→∞
I(X :Z|Y )ωklt = I(X :Z|Y )ωk∗ .
The lower semicontinuity of the conditional mutual information and its mono-
tonicity under local operations show that
lim
k→∞
I(X :Z|Y )ω˜k∗ = I(X :Z|Y )ω.
Since inequalities (46) and (47) hold with l = ∗ if we set P ∗Y = IY and
λk∗ = liml→∞ λklt, the above limit relation and the lower semicontinuity of the
function ωA1...An 7→ I(X :Z|Y )ω imply limk→∞ I(X :Z|Y )ωk∗ = I(X :Z|Y )ω.

The lower semicontinuity of I(A : C|B)ω implies the following observa-
tions concerning quantum mutual information.
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Corollary 10. A) The function ω 7→ [I(A :BC)ω − I(A :B)ω] is lower
semicontinuous on the set {ω ∈ T+(HABC) | I(A :B)ω < +∞}.
B) Local continuity of the function ωABC 7→ I(A : BC)ω implies local
continuity of the function ωABC 7→ I(A :B)ω.
C) Local continuity of the function ωABC 7→ H(ωBC) implies local conti-
nuity of function ωABC 7→ I(A :B)ω.
Proof. Assertion A follows from Theorem 2 and formula (36). By Lemma
3 assertion B follows from A and the lower semicontinuity of quantum mutual
information. Assertion C follows from B and Theorem 1A. .
6.2 Multipartite system
The conditional mutual information of a state ωA1...AnB of a finite-dimensional
multipartite system A1 . . . AnB is defined as follows
I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω .=
n∑
i=1
H(Ai|B)ω −H(A1 . . . An|B)ω
=
n∑
i=1
H(ωAiB)−H(ωA1...AnB)− (n− 1)H(ωB).
(48)
The analogs of the above-mentioned properties C1-C4 of the tripartite con-
ditional mutual information can be proved for I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω by using
the representation (cf. [44])
I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω = I(A2 :A1|B)ω + I(A3 :A1A2|B)ω + ...
+ I(An :A1...An−1|B)ω.
(49)
and its modifications obtained by permuting indexes in the right hand side.
Formula (28) in this case has the form
I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω−I(A1 : . . . :An)ω = I(A1...An :B)ω−
n∑
i=1
I(Ai :B)ω. (50)
Since (49) is valid with arbitrarily permuted indexes 1, ..., n in the right
hand side, Remark 6 implies that I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω is upper bounded by
the value
2 min
1≤j≤n
∑
i 6=j
min {H(ωAi), H(ωAiB)} . (51)
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By using representation (49) and the extended conditional mutual infor-
mation described in Theorem 2 one can define I(A1 : . . . : An|B)ω for any
state of an infinite-dimensional system A1...AnB.
Proposition 5. A) The quantity I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω defined in (48) has a
lower semicontinuous extension to the set S(HA1...AnB) possessing the analogs
of above-stated properties C1-C4 of conditional mutual information and upper
bounded by value (51). This extension can be defined by formula (49) in
which each summand I(X : Y |B)ω coincides with the function Ie(X : Y |B)ω
described in Theorem 2.
B) This extension (also denoted I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω) satisfies F-extension
condition (10) for any state ωA1...AnB such that either (51) or H(ωB) is finite.
For an arbitrary state ω ∈ S(HA1...AnB) the following weaker property is
valid:
I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω = lim
k→∞
lim
l→∞
I(A1 : . . . :An|B)ωkl , (52)
where
ωkl = λ−1kl QklωQkl, Qkl = P
k
A1
⊗ . . .⊗ P kAn ⊗ P lB, λkl = TrQklω,
{P kAi}k ⊂ B(HAi), i = 1, n, and {P lB}l ⊂ B(HB) are sequences of pro-
jectors strongly converging to the identity operators IAi and IB such that
min1≤j≤n
∑
i 6=j rankP
k
Ai
< +∞ for all k.
C) Representation (49) is valid for I(A1 : . . . : An|B)ω with arbitrarily
permuted indexes 1, ..., n in the right hand side (provided each summand
I(X :Y |Z)ω coincides with Ie(X :Y |Z)ω).
D) Local continuity of n−1 marginal entropies H(ωXi1 ), . . . , H(ωXin−1 ),
where Xik is either Aik or AikB, implies local continuity of I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω.
Local continuity of the marginal entropy H(ωB) implies local continuity of the
difference I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω − I(A1 : ... :An)ω having representation (50).
E) If n − 1 subsystems, say A1, ..., An−1, are finite-dimensional then
I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HA1...AnB)
and
|I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω1 − I(A1 : ... :An|B)ω2| ≤ 2εC + 2n(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HA1...AnB) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·)
is the binary entropy and C = log dimHA1...An−1 .
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Proof. Assertion A follows from Theorem 2, Remark 6 and assertion C
proved below.
Property (52) in the case
∑n
i=2 rankP
k
Ai
< +∞ for all k follows from the
second assertion of Corollary 9, i.e. limit relation (45), applied to each term
in the right hand side of (49). This property and (45) make possible to prove
assertion C via approximation by noting that it is valid for any state ωA1...AnB
such that rankωAi < +∞ for all i and rankωB < +∞.
Now, by using assertion C, assertion B can be proved by applying Corol-
lary 9 to each term in the right hand side of (49) with appropriately permuted
indexes 1, ..., n (and by using Lemmas 5 and 6).
The first part of assertion D follows from Corollary 7A applied to each
term in the right hand side of (49) with appropriately permuted indexes
1, ..., n . The second part of assertion D follows from Proposition 2.
Assertion E follows from Proposition 1 and upper bound (51). 
7 Other information measures in multipar-
tite systems
7.1 Quantum version of interaction information
Consider the following characteristic of a state ωA1...An of n-partite quantum
system
In(ωA1...An) =
∑
i
H(ωAi)−
∑
i<j
H(ωAiAj )
+
∑
i<j<k
H(ωAiAjAk)− ...− (−1)nH(ωA1...An)
(53)
which (up to the sign) can be considered as a noncommutative version of the
interaction information of a n-partite classical system [22, 32].
Note that I1(ωA) is the von Neumann entropy of a one-partite state ωA,
I2(ωAB) is the quantum mutual information of a bipartite state ωAB, while
I3(ωABC) = H(ωA) +H(ωB) +H(ωC)
−H(ωAB)−H(ωAC)−H(ωBC) +H(ωABC)
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is the topological entanglement entropy of a tripartite state ωABC typically
denoted Htopo(ωABC) (or Stopo(ωABC)) [23]. Despite possible negativity the
last quantity is also used as a special measure of quantum correlations [6, 14].
An interesting feature of the linear combinations of marginal entropies
in (53) consists in the fact that for any n finiteness of only one marginal
entropy H(ωAi) ”eliminates” all possible uncertainties ”∞ − ∞” in (53),
while continuity of H(ωAi) guarantees continuity of In(ωA1...An).
Proposition 6. A) The quantity In(ωA1...An) defined in (53) has finite
F-extension to the set {ωA1...An | ∃i : H(ωAi) < +∞} such that 15
|In(ωA1...An)| ≤ 2n−1min{H(ωA1), . . . , H(ωAn)}.
B) If H(ωAi) < +∞ then this F-extension is given by the formula
In(ωA1...An) = H(ωAi)−
∑
j
He(Ai|Aj)ω +
∑
j<k
He(Ai|AkAj)ω
−
∑
j<k<l
He(Ai|AjAkAl)ω + ...+ (−1)n−1He(Ai|A1...Ai−1Ai+1...An)ω,
(54)
where all the indexes k, j, l, ... in each sum run over the set {1, ..., n} \ {i}
and He(X|Y )ω is the extended quantum conditional entropy defined by (31).
C) Local continuity of one of the marginal entropies H(ωA1), ..., H(ωAn)
implies local continuity of In(ωA1...An).
Proof. A) Assume that H(ωAn) is finite. Consider the quantity
F (ωA1...An) = H(ωAn) + In−1(ωA1...An−1)− In(ωA1...An) =
∑
i<n
H(ωAiAn)
−
∑
i<j<n
H(ωAiAjAn) +
∑
i<j<k<n
H(ωAiAjAkAn)− ...− (−1)n−1H(ωA1...An).
In terms of Corollary 6 we have F·\An = In−1 and hence
In(ωA1...An) = H(ωAn) + [F·\An − F ](ωA1...An). (55)
So, Corollary 6 implies the existence of F-extension of the quantity In(ωA1...An)
defined in (53) to the set {ωA1...An |H(ωAn) < +∞} determined by formula
(54) with i = n such that
|In(ωA1...An)| ≤ 2n−1H(ωAn).
15We denote this F-extension of In(ωA1...An) by the same symbol.
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To complete the proof of A it suffices to note that the F-extensions of In
to the sets {ωA1...An |H(ωAi) < +∞} and {ωA1...An |H(ωAj) < +∞} agree
with each other by Lemma 5.
B) If the function ωA1...An 7→ H(ωAn) is continuous on a set A then
Corollary 6 and (55) imply continuity of the function ωA1...An 7→ In(ωA1...An)
on A. 
Remark 7. For given n general formula (54) can be simplified. For
example, the F-extension of the topological entanglement entropy I3(ωA1A2A3)
to the set {ωA1A2A3 |H(ωA1) < +∞} can be expressed as follows
I3(ωA1A2A3) = I(A1 :A2)ω − I(A1 :A2|A3)ω,
where I(A1 : A2|A3)ω is the extended conditional mutual information de-
scribed in Theorem 2.
Propositions 1 and 6 imply the following result.
Corollary 11. If one of the systems A1...An, say Ai, is finite-dimensional
then In(ωA1...An) is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HA1...An) and
|In(ω1)− In(ω2)| ≤ 2nε log dimHAi + (2n − 1)(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HA1...An) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·)
is the binary entropy.
7.2 Secrecy monotone Sn (unconditional and condi-
tional)
Along with the quantum mutual information I(A1 : . . . : An) the secrecy
monotone
Sn(A1 : . . . :An)ω =
n∑
i=1
H(ωA1...Ai−1Ai+1...An)− (n− 1)H(ωA1...An)
is proposed in [7] as a measure of quantum correlations of a state ωA1...An of a
finite-dimensional n-partite system.16 Note that S2(A1 :A2)ω = I(A1 :A2)ω,
16The same quantity is independently proposed and analyzed in [26], where it is called
”operational quantum mutual information”.
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so, the quantity Sn can be considered as a particular n-partite generalization
of the bipartite quantum mutual information. It can be expressed as follows
Sn(A1 : . . . :An)ω = I(A1 :A2...An)ω + I(A2 :A3...An|A1)ω
+I(A3 :A4...An|A1A2)ω + ...+ I(An−1 :An|A1...An−2)ω.
(56)
In applications the conditional version of Sn, i.e. the characteristic
Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω =
n∑
i=1
H(ωA1...Ai−1Ai+1...AnB)
− (n− 1)H(ωA1...AnB)−H(ωB).
(57)
of a state ωA1...AnB is also used [44]. So, we will consider infinite-dimensional
generalization of the quantity Sn(A1 : . . . : An|B), having in mind that
Sn(A1 : . . . :An) is a partial case of Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B) for trivial B.
The conditional secrecy monotone Sn can be represented by conditioning
(56) as follows
Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω = I(A1 :A2...An|B)ω + I(A2 :A3...An|A1B)ω
+I(A3 :A4...An|A1A2B)ω + ... + I(An−1 :An|A1...An−2B)ω.
(58)
Basic properties of the conditional mutual information show that the quan-
tity Sn(A1 : . . . : An|B)ω is nonnegative and does not increase under local
operations ΦA1 : A1 → A1, ...,ΦAn : An → An, i.e.
Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω ≥ Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ΦA1⊗...⊗ΦAn⊗IdB(ω). (59)
Formula (28) in this case has the form
Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω − Sn(A1 : . . . :An)ω = (n− 1)I(A1...An :B)ω
−
n∑
i=1
I(A1...Ai−1Ai+1...An :B)ω.
(60)
Since (58) is valid with arbitrarily permuted indexes 1, ..., n in the right
hand side, Remark 6 implies that Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω is upper bounded by
the value
2 min
1≤j≤n
∑
i 6=j
H(ωAi). (61)
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By using representation (58) and the extended conditional mutual infor-
mation described in Sect.6. one can define Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω for any state
of an infinite-dimensional system A1...AnB.
Proposition 7. A) The quantity Sn(A1 : . . . : An|B)ω defined in (57)
has a lower semicontinuous nonnegative extension to the set S(HA1...AnB)
possessing property (59) and upper bounded by value (61). This extension
can be defined by formula (58) in which each summand I(X :Y |Z)ω coincides
with the function Ie(X :Y |Z)ω described in Theorem 2.
B) This extension (also denoted Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω) satisfies F-extension
condition (10) for any state ωA1...AnB such that (61) is finite. For an arbitrary
state ω ∈ S(HA1...AnB) the following weaker property is valid:
Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω = lim
kn→∞
... lim
k1→∞
lim
l→∞
Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ωk1...knl , (62)
where
ωk1...knl = λ−1QωQ, Q = P k1A1 ⊗ . . .⊗ P knAn ⊗ P lB, λ = TrQω,
{P kiAi} ⊂ B(HAi), i = 1, n, and {P lB} ⊂ B(HB) are any sequences of finite
rank projectors strongly converging to the identity operators IAi and IB.
17
C) Representation (58) is valid for Sn(A1 : . . . :An|B)ω with arbitrarily
permuted indexes 1, ..., n in the right hand side (provided each summand
I(X :Y |Z)ω coincides with Ie(X :Y |Z)ω).
D) Local continuity of n− 1 marginal entropies H(ωAi1 ), . . . , H(ωAin−1 )
implies local continuity of Sn(A1 : ... : An|B)ω. Local continuity of H(ωB)
implies local continuity of the difference Sn(A1 : ... :An|B)ω−Sn(A1 : ... :An)ω
having representation (60).
E) If n − 1 subsystems, say A1, ..., An−1, are finite-dimensional then
Sn(A1 : ... :An|B)ω is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HA1...AnB)
and
|Sn(A1 : ... :An|B)ω1 − Sn(A1 : ... :An|B)ω2 | ≤ 2εC + 2n(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HA1...AnB) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where h2(·)
is the binary entropy and C = log dimHA1...An−1.
17The limits over k1, ..., kn in (62) can be taken in arbitrary order. This follows from
assertion C of this proposition. The projectors in the sequence {P lB} may be arbitrary.
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Proof. Assertion A follows from Theorem 2, Remark 6 and assertion C
proved below.
Property (62) follows from Corollary8 and the second assertion of Corol-
lary 9, i.e. limit relation (45), applied to each term in the right hand side
of (58). This property and (45) make possible to prove assertion C via
approximation by noting that it is valid for any state ωA1...AnB such that
rankωAi < +∞ for all i and rankωB < +∞.
Now, by using assertion C, the first part of assertion B can be proved
by applying Corollary 9 to each term in the right hand side of (58) with
appropriately permuted indexes 1, ..., n (and by using Lemmas 5 and 6).
The first part of assertion D follows from Corollary 7A applied to each
term in the right hand side of (58) with appropriately permuted indexes
1, ..., n . The second part of assertion D follows from Proposition 2.
Assertion E follows from Proposition 1 and upper bound (61). 
Other properties (monotonicity under local conditioning, additivity, see
[44]) of the extension Sn(A1 : . . . : An|B)ω defined in Proposition 7 can be
derived from their validity in the finite-dimensional settings by using approx-
imation property (62).
7.3 The gap I(A1A
′
1 : ... : AnA
′
n) − I(A′1 : ... : A′n) and the
Wilde inequality
In construction of entanglement measures in a multipartite finite-dimensional
quantum system A1...An the difference
∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n)
.
= I(A1A
′
1 : . . . :AnA
′
n)ω − I(A′1 : . . . :A′n)ω (63)
between mutual informations of a state of the extended system A1A
′
1...AnA
′
n
is used [45]. Basic properties of the quantum mutual information show that
the gap ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) is nonnegative and does not increase under local
operations ΦA1 : A1 → A1, ...,ΦAn : An → An, i.e.
∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) ≥ ∆I
(
ΦA1 ⊗ ...⊗ ΦAn ⊗ IdA′1...A′n(ωA1A′1...AnA′n)
)
. (64)
Recently Wilde proved that
∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) ≥
1
4n2
∥∥ωA1A′1...AnA′n − Φ1 ⊗ ...⊗ Φn(ωA′1...A′n)∥∥21 (65)
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for particular recovery channels Φ1 : A
′
1 → A1A′1, ...,Φn : A′n → AnA′n [41].18
This result shows that if the gap ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) is close to zero then the
state ωA1A′1...AnA′n can be approximately recovered from its marginal state
ωA′
1
...A′n
by the local recovery channels Φ1 : A
′
1 → A1A′1, ...,Φn : A′n → AnA′n.
This result has several applications in quantum information theory [41].
It can be generalized to all states of infinite-dimensional quantum system
A1A
′
1...AnA
′
n by constructing appropriate extension of the information gap
∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) to the set S(HA1A′1...AnA′n) (see Corollary 12 below).
To construct this extension we will use the representation
∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) = I(A1 :A
′
2...A
′
n|A′1)ω
+
n∑
i=2
I(Ai :A1...Ai−1A
′
1...A
′
i−1A
′
i+1...A
′
n|A′i)ω (66)
valid for any state of a finite-dimensional system A1A
′
1..AnA
′
n [41, Lemma 1]
and the extended conditional mutual information defined in Sect.6.
Proposition 8. A) The quantity ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) defined in (63) has a
lower semicontinuous nonnegative extension to the set S(HA1A′1...AnA′n) pos-
sessing property (64) and upper bounded by 2
∑n
i=1H(ωAi). This extension
can be defined by formula (66) in which each summand I(X :Y |Z)ω coincides
with the function Ie(X :Y |Z)ω described in Theorem 2.
B) This extension (also denoted ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n)) satisfies F-extension
condition (10) for any state ωA1A′1...AnA′n such that H(ωAi) < +∞ for all i.
For an arbitrary state ω ∈ S(HA1A′1...AnA′n) the following weaker property is
valid:
∆I(ω) = lim
k→∞
lim
k′→∞
∆I(ωkk
′
), (67)
where
ωkk
′
= λ−1QωQ, Q = P kA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ P kAn ⊗ P k
′
A′
1
⊗ . . .⊗ P k′A′n, λ = TrQω,
{P kAi} ⊂ B(HAi) and {P k
′
A′i
} ⊂ B(HA′i) are any sequences of finite rank
projectors strongly converging to the identity operators IAi and IA′i, i = 1, n.
C) Representation (66) is valid for ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) with arbitrarily per-
muted indexes 1, ..., n in the right hand side (provided that each summand
I(X :Y |Z)ω coincides with Ie(X :Y |Z)ω).
18In the recent paper [42] the version of this inequality not depending on n is proved.
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D) Local continuity of the marginal entropies H(ωA1), . . . , H(ωAn) implies
local continuity of ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n).
E) If the subsystems A1, ..., An are finite-dimensional then ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n)
is a continuous bounded function on the set S(HA1A′1...AnA′n) and
|∆I(ω1)−∆I(ω2)| ≤ 2εC + 2(n+ 1)(1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ω1, ω2 ∈ S(HA1A′1...AnA′n) such that ε = 12‖ω1 − ω2‖1 < 1 , where
h2(·) is the binary entropy and C = log dimHA1...An.
Proof. Assertion A is proved by using Theorem 2 and Remark 6.
Assertion B is proved by applying Corollaries 8 and 9 to each term in the
right hand side of (66).
Assertion C is valid for any state ωA1A′1...AnA′n such that rankωAi < +∞
and rankωA′i < +∞ for all i by Lemma 1 in [41]. Its validity for arbitrary
state can be shown via approximation by using properties (45) and (67).
Assertion D follows from Corollary 7A applied to each term in the right
hand side of (66).
Assertion E follows from Proposition 1 and the upper bound for the quan-
tity ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) mentioned in assertion A. 
Inequality (65) is proved in [41] by using the following two facts:
• the existence for any state ωABC of a finite-dimensional tripartite sys-
tem of a channel Φ : B → BC (the Fawzi-Renner recovery map) such
that
2−
1
2
I(A:C|B)ω ≤ F (ωABC , IdA ⊗ Φ(ωAB)),
where F (ρ, σ)
.
= ‖√ρ√σ‖1 is the quantum fidelity [11];
• the validity of representation (66) with arbitrarily permuted indexes
1, ..., n in the right hand side which shows that for all i = 1, n the
following inequality holds
∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) ≥ I(Ai :A1..Ai−1Ai+1..AnA′1..A′i−1A′i+1..A′n|A′i)ω.
The first fact is valid for all states of an infinite-dimensional tripartite
system provided I(A : C|B)ω = Ie(A : C|B)ω – the extended conditional
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mutual information. For states with finite marginal entropies this is proved
in [11], for arbitrary states this follows from Proposition 13 in Sect.8.4 below.
The second fact is valid for all states of an infinite-dimensional system
A1A
′
1...AnA
′
n by Proposition 8C. So, by repeating the arguments from [41]
one can prove inequality (65) for all states of an infinite-dimensional system
A1A
′
1...AnA
′
n.
Corollary 12. The Wilde inequality (65) is valid for all states of infinite-
dimensional system A1A
′
1...AnA
′
n provided ∆I(ωA1A′1...AnA′n) is the extension
of the gap I(A1A
′
1 : ... :AnA
′
n)ω − I(A′1 : ... :A′n)ω described in Proposition 8.
8 Some applications
8.1 Triangle continuity relations for quantum channels
Let Φ : A→ B be a quantum channel – completely positive trace preserving
linear map T(HA)→ T(HB). Stinespring’s theorem implies the existence of
a Hilbert space HE and of an isometry V : HA →HB ⊗HE such that
Φ(ρ) = TrEV ρV
∗, ρ ∈ T(HA).
The quantum channel
T(HA) ∋ ρ 7→ Φ̂(ρ) = TrBV ρV ∗ ∈ T(HE) (68)
is called complementary to the channel Φ [16, Ch.6].
It is well known that for a finite-dimensional channel Φ and a state ρ in
S(HA) the input entropy H(ρ), the output entropy H(Φ(ρ)) and the entropy
exchange H(Φ, ρ)
.
= H(Φ̂(ρ)) denoted respectively HΦ(ρ) and HΦ̂(ρ) satisfy
the ”triangle inequalities”:∣∣HΦ(ρ)−HΦ̂(ρ)∣∣ ≤ H(ρ),
|HΦ(ρ)−H(ρ)| ≤ HΦ̂(ρ),
∣∣HΦ̂(ρ)−H(ρ)∣∣ ≤ HΦ(ρ). (69)
The quantity Ic(Φ, ρ)
.
= HΦ(ρ)−HΦ̂(ρ) called coherent information of a
channel Φ at a state ρ is an important characteristic of a quantum channel
related to its quantum capacity [16, 33].
The quantity EG(Φ, ρ)
.
= HΦ(ρ)−H(ρ) called entropy gain of a channel
Φ at a state ρ is a convex function of ρ also used in analysis of information
properties of a quantum channel [2, 18].
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If Φ is an infinite-dimensional quantum channel, then inequalities (69)
also hold provided all the terms are finite. Moreover, if we use the ex-
tension of the coherent information Ic(Φ, ρ) = HΦ(ρ) − HΦ̂(ρ) to the set
{ρ ∈ S(HA) |H(ρ) < +∞} given by the formula19
Ic(Φ, ρ) = H (Φ⊗ IdR(|ϕρ〉〈ϕρ|)‖Φ(ρ)⊗ ̺)−H(ρ), (70)
where |ϕρ〉 is a purification of the state ρ in HA ⊗HR and ̺ = TrA|ϕρ〉〈ϕρ|,
then upper bound (19) implies that the first inequality in (69) becomes valid
for arbitrary state ρ (with possible value +∞ in the both sides).
The quantities EG(Φ, ρ) = HΦ(ρ)−H(ρ) and EG(Φ̂, ρ) = HΦ̂(ρ)−H(ρ)
can be extended respectively by the formulae
EG(Φ, ρ) = H
(
V ρV ∗‖Φ(ρ)⊗ Φ̂(ρ)
)
−HΦ̂(ρ) (71)
and
EG(Φ̂, ρ) = H
(
V ρV ∗‖Φ(ρ)⊗ Φ̂(ρ)
)
−HΦ(ρ) (72)
to the sets {ρ ∈ S(HA) |HΦ̂(ρ) < +∞} and {ρ ∈ S(HA) |HΦ(ρ) < +∞},
where V is any Stinespring isometry for Φ and Φ̂ is the version of comple-
mentary channel corresponding to this isometry via (68). The right hand
sides of (71) and (72) can be written respectively as −He(E|B)V ρV ∗ and
−He(B|E)V ρV ∗ , where He(A|B) is the extended quantum conditional en-
tropy proposed in [27] and described in Sec.5. So, the concavity of He(A|B)
implies the convexity of EG(Φ, ρ) and of EG(Φ̂, ρ) defined by (71) and (72)
as functions of ρ. The upper bound (19) shows that
|EG(Φ, ρ)| ≤ HΦ̂(ρ) and |EG(Φ̂, ρ)| ≤ HΦ(ρ).
So, the second and the third inequalities in (69) are also valid for arbi-
trary state ρ (with possible value +∞ in the both sides) provided the values
HΦ(ρ) − H(ρ) and HΦ̂(ρ) − H(ρ) are defined respectively by formulae (71)
and (72).
Theorem 1A makes possible to show that continuity of one of the functions
H(ρ), HΦ(ρ), HΦ̂(ρ) implies continuity of the difference between two others.
Proposition 9. Let Φ : A→ B be a quantum channel and Φ̂ : A→ E
its complementary channel. Then
19The reasonability of this extension is shown in [20].
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A) local continuity of H(ρ) implies local continuity of the coherent informa-
tion Ic(Φ, ρ) = [HΦ(ρ)−HΦ̂(ρ)] defined by formula (70);
B) local continuity of HΦ̂(ρ) implies local continuity of the entropy gain
EG(Φ, ρ) = [HΦ(ρ)−H(ρ)] defined by formula (71);
C) local continuity of HΦ(ρ) implies local continuity of the entropy gain
EG(Φ̂, ρ) = [HΦ̂(ρ)−H(ρ)] defined by formula (72).
While triangle inequalities (69) show existence of a triangle with sides of
length H(ρ), HΦ(ρ), HΦ̂(ρ), Proposition 9 states that a small deformation of
any side of this triangle leads to a small deformation of the difference between
the other sides (despite possible large deformation of each of these sides).
Proof. Assertions B and C directly follow from Theorem 1A. Assertion
A is also derived from Theorem 1A by using Lemma 1 and by noting that
H(̺) = H(ρ) for the state ̺ in (70). 
Since EG(Φ, ρ) = −He(E|B)V ρV ∗ , by applying Corollary 5 one can strengthen
assertion B of Proposition 9 in the case dimHE = k < +∞.
Corollary 13. If Φ : A → B is a quantum channel with finite Choi
rank k then the entropy gain (71) is a continuous bounded function on the
set S(HA) and
|EG(Φ, ρ1)− EG(Φ, ρ2)| ≤ 2ε log k + (1 + ε)h2
(
ε
1 + ε
)
for any ρ1, ρ2 ∈ S(HA) such that ε = 12‖ρ1 − ρ2‖1 < 1, where h2(·) is the
binary entropy.
By applying Corollary 1 and by noting that dimHR = dimHA one can
obtain continuity bounds for the coherent information (70) and for the quan-
tum mutual information (74) in the case dimHA < +∞.
8.2 Continuity conditions for the
functions (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ) and (Φ, ρ) 7→ Ic(Φ, ρ)
The quantum mutual information is an important characteristic of a quantum
channel related to its entanglement-assisted classical capacity [1, 5, 16, 33].
For a finite-dimensional channel Φ : A→ B it can be defined by the formula
I(Φ, ρ) = H(ρ) +H(Φ(ρ))−H(Φ̂(ρ)). (73)
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In infinite dimensions this definition may contain the uncertainty ”∞−∞”,
but it can be modified to avoid this problem as follows
I(Φ, ρ) = H (Φ⊗ IdR(|ϕρ〉〈ϕρ|)‖Φ(ρ)⊗ ̺) , (74)
where |ϕρ〉 is a purification of the state ρ in HA ⊗HR and ̺ = TrA|ϕρ〉〈ϕρ|.
For an arbitrary quantum channel Φ the nonnegative function ρ 7→ I(Φ, ρ)
defined by (74) is concave and lower semicontinuous on the set S(HA) [20].
In study of the entanglement-assisted classical capacity of an infinite-
dimensional channel, in particular, in the analysis of its continuity as a func-
tion of a channel (which can be interpreted as a robustness or stability of
the capacity with respect to perturbation of a channel) it is necessary to ex-
plore continuity properties of the quantum mutual information I(Φ, ρ) with
respect to simultaneous variation of Φ and ρ. This means that we have to
consider I(Φ, ρ) as a function of a pair (Φ, ρ), i.e. as a function on the Carte-
sian product of the set FAB of all quantum channels from A to B equipped
with appropriate topology (type of convergence) and the set S(HA) of input
states.
Since a quantum channel Φ is a completely bounded map, the set FAB
is typically equipped with the norm of complete boundedness [34], which can
be defined as the upper bound of the operator norms of the maps Φ⊗ IdCn ,
n ∈ N. In infinite dimensions along with the topology induced by the norm
of complete boundedness one can consider weaker topologies on the set of
quantum channels, in particular, the strong convergence topology generated
by the strong operator topology on the set of all linear bounded operators
between the Banach spaces T(HA) and T(HB) [19]. The strong convergence
of a sequence {Φn} ⊂ FAB to a quantum channel Φ0 ∈ FAB means that
lim
n→+∞
Φn(ρ) = Φ0(ρ) ∀ρ ∈ S(HA).
The use of the strong convergence topology in infinite dimensions seems
preferable by the following reason. It is shown in [25] that closeness of
two quantum channels in the norm of complete boundedness means, roughly
speaking, the operator norm closeness of the corresponding Stinespring isome-
tries. So, if we use the norm of complete boundedness then we take into
account only such perturbations of a channel that corresponds to uniform
deformations of the Stinespring isometry (i.e. deformations with small op-
erator norm). Physically, it seems reasonable to consider the wider class
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of perturbations of a channel including the perturbations corresponding to
deformations of the Stinespring isometry in the strong operator topology.
Thus, we will assume in what follows that FAB is the set all channels
Φ : A→ B equipped with the strong convergence topology. By separability
of the setS(HA) the strong convergence topology on the set FAB is metrizable
(can be induced by some metric). Note also that it is the strong convergence
topology that makes the set FAB to be topologically isomorphic to a subset of
states of a composite system (generalized Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism)
[19, Proposition 3].
By using Theorem 1 one can substantially amplify the continuity condi-
tion for the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ) obtained in [20, Proposition 5].
Proposition 10. A) Continuity of H(ρ) on a set A ⊂ S(HA) implies
continuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ) on the set FAB ×A.
B) Local continuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ H(Φ(ρ)) implies local conti-
nuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ).
C) Local continuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ) implies local conti-
nuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Ψ ◦ Φ, ρ) for any channel Ψ : B → C.
Assertion A of Proposition 10 states that
lim
n→∞
H(ρn) = H(ρ0) < +∞ ⇒ lim
n→∞
I(Φn, ρn) = I(Φ0, ρ0) < +∞ (75)
where ρ0 = limn→∞ ρn, for arbitrary sequence {Φn} of channels strongly
converging to a channel Φ0. In contrast to Proposition 5 in [20] the existence
of a sequence {Φ̂n} converging to the channel Φ̂0 is not required in (75).
Assertions B and C can be formulated as the implications:
lim
n→∞
H(Φn(ρn)) = H(Φ0(ρ0)) < +∞ ⇒ lim
n→∞
I(Φn, ρn) = I(Φ0, ρ0) < +∞
and
lim
n→∞
I(Φn, ρn) =I(Φ0, ρ0) < +∞ ⇒ lim
n→∞
I(Ψ◦Φn, ρn) =I(Ψ◦Φ0, ρ0) < +∞
valid for sequences {ρn} ⊂ S(HA) and {Φn} ⊂ FAB converging respectively
to a state ρ0 and to a channel Φ0 and arbitrary channel Ψ ∈ FBC .
Proof. Since the strong convergence of a sequence {Φn} to a channel Φ0
implies the strong convergence of the sequence {Φn ⊗ IdR} to the channel
Φ0 ⊗ IdR [19], assertions A and B follow from Theorem 1A and Lemma 1
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(since H(̺) = H(ρ) for the state ̺ in (74)) while assertion C follows from
Theorem 1B. 
Proposition 10A gives a continuity condition for the coherent information
Ic(Φ, ρ) defined by formula (70) which means Ic(Φ, ρ) = I(Φ, ρ)−H(ρ).
Corollary 14. Continuity of H(ρ) on a set A ⊂ S(HA) implies conti-
nuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ Ic(Φ, ρ) on the set FAB ×A.
Corollary 14 states that implication (75) holds with Ic(Φ, ρ) instead of
I(Φ, ρ), it can be considered as a generalized version of Proposition 9A.
It is easy to see that the analog of Proposition 10B is not valid for the
function (Φ, ρ) 7→ Ic(Φ, ρ).
8.3 On continuity of the entanglement assisted classi-
cal capacity as a function of channel
In this section we substantially strengthen the conditions for continuity of the
entanglement-assisted classical capacity of an infinite-dimensional quantum
channel with linear constraint (as a function of a channel) obtained in [21].20
A rate of transmission of classical information over a quantum channel can
be increased by using an entangled state as an additional resource. A detailed
description of the corresponding protocol can be found in [16, 33]. The ulti-
mate rate of information transmission by this protocol is called entanglement-
assisted classical capacity of a quantum channel.
If Φ : A→ B is a finite-dimensional quantum channel then the Bennett-
Shor-Smolin-Thaplyal (BSST) theorem [5] gives the following expression for
its entanglement-assisted classical capacity
Cea(Φ) = sup
ρ∈S(HA)
I(Φ, ρ),
where I(Φ, ρ) is the quantum mutual information defined by (73).
Continuity if this capacity as a function of a channel directly follows from
continuity of the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ) and compactness of the space of
input states [28].
20The importance of studying continuity properties of quantum channel capacities is
discussed in [28, 19, 21]. It is explained, briefly speaking, by unavoidable perturbations of
a channel used for information transmission.
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If Φ is an infinite-dimensional quantum channel then we have to impose
constraint on states used for coding information, typically linear constraint
determined by the inequality TrFρ ≤ E, where F is a positive operator
and E > 0. An operational definition of the entanglement-assisted classical
capacity Cea(Φ, F, E) of an infinite-dimensional quantum channel Φ with
the above linear constraint is given in [17], where the generalization of the
BSST theorem is proved under special restrictions on the channel Φ and
on the constraint operator F . A general version of the BSST theorem for
infinite-dimensional channel with linear constraints without any simplifying
restrictions is proved in [21] (by using the extended quantum conditional
entropy He(A|B) proposed in [27] and described in Sec.5), it states that
Cea(Φ, F, E) = sup
TrFρ≤E
I(Φ, ρ) ≤ +∞ (76)
for arbitrary channel Φ and arbitrary constraint operator F , where I(Φ, ρ)
is the quantum mutual information defined by formula (74).
By noting that the function (Φ, ρ) 7→ I(Φ, ρ) is lower semicontinuous on
FAB×S(HA) (see [20]) it is easy to show that the function Φ 7→ Cea(Φ, F, E)
is lower semicontinuous on FAB, i.e.
lim inf
n→+∞
Cea(Φn, F, E) ≥ Cea(Φ0, F, E) (≤ +∞)
for any sequence {Φn} of channels strongly converging to a channel Φ0. But
this function is not continuous in general (see Example 2 below).
Proposition 10A implies the following sufficient condition for global con-
tinuity of the function Φ 7→ Cea(Φ, F, E).
Proposition 11. Let KF,E be the set of input states ρ such that TrFρ ≤ E
If H(ρ) is continuous on KF,E then the function Φ 7→ Cea(Φ, F, E) is
continuous on the set FAB of all channels (and upper bounded by sup
ρ∈KF,E
2H(ρ)).
The assumption of continuity of H(ρ) on KF,E holds for any E > 0 if
the operator F satisfies the condition Tr exp(−λF ) < +∞ for all λ > 0
[40]. This condition is valid if F = R⊤ǫR – Hamiltonian of a many-mode
Bosonic quantum system, where ǫ is a nondegenerate energy matrix and R
are the canonical variables of the system (see details in [16, Ch.12]). In
this case Cea(Φ, F, E) is the entanglement-assisted classical capacity of a
channel Φ under the condition that the mean energy of states used for coding
information is ≤ E. Proposition 11 implies the following observation.
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Corollary 15. Let F = R⊤ǫR be a Hamiltonian of a many-mode Bosonic
quantum system A and E > 0. The function Φ 7→ Cea(Φ, F, E) is continuous
on the set FAB of all channels from the system A to any system B.
This corollary shows that the entanglement-assisted classical capacity of
a Bosonic Gaussian channel with energy constraint is continuously varies
under any perturbations of this channel.
Proof of Proposition 11. Since the set KF,E is closed and convex, the
continuity of the concave function H(ρ) on KF,E implies boundedness of this
function on KF,E.21 So, by Corollary 5 in [36] the set KF,E is compact.
Since the function Φ 7→ Cea(Φ, F, E) is lower semicontinuous on the set
FAB it suffices to show that it is finite and upper semicontinuous.
Assume that there exists a sequence {Φn} of channels in FAB strongly
converging to a channel Φ0 such that
lim
n→+∞
Cea(Φn, F, E) ≥ Cea(Φ0, F, E) + ε (77)
for some ε > 0. It follows from (76) that for each n there is a state ρn ∈ KF,E
such that
Cea(Φn, F, E) < I(Φn, ρn) + ε/2.
By compactness of the set KF,E we may assume (by passing to a subse-
quence) that the sequence {ρn} converges to a particular state ρ0 ∈ KF,E.
Proposition 10A implies
lim
n→+∞
I(Φn, ρn) = I(Φ0, ρ0).
Since (76) shows that Cea(Φ0, F, E) ≥ I(Φ0, ρ0), this contradicts to (77). 
By using Proposition 10B and the same arguments one can prove the
following ”local” continuity condition.
Proposition 12. If KF,E = {ρ ∈ S(HA) |TrFρ ≤ E} is a compact set
and {Φn} is a sequence of channels strongly converging to a channel Φ0 such
that lim
n→+∞
H(Φn(ρn)) = H(Φ0(ρ0)) < +∞ for any sequence {ρn} ⊂ KF,E
converging to a state ρ0 then
lim
n→+∞
Cea(Φn, F, E) = Cea(Φ0, F, E) < +∞. (78)
21If for each n there is a state ρn ∈ KF,E such thatH(ρn) ≥ 2n then
∑+∞
n=1 2
−nρn ∈ KF,E
and H
(∑+∞
n=1 2
−nρn
)
≥∑+∞n=1 2−nH (ρn) = +∞ contradicting to the continuity of H .
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Remark 8. The same continuity condition holds for the Holevo capacity
of an infinite-dimensional channel with linear constraints [19, Proposition 7].
The following example shows that compactness of the set KF,E and con-
tinuity of the output entropies of all the channels Φn do not imply (78).
Example 2. Let {|k〉}k≥0 be an orthonormal basic in a separable Hilbert
space HA = HB and Pn =
∑n
k=1 |k〉〈k| be a projector of rank n. Consider
the sequence of channels
Φn(ρ) = [Tr(IA − qnPn)ρ]|0〉〈0|+ qnPnρPn
with finite-dimensional output space, where {qn} is a sequence of positive
numbers specified below.
Let F =
∑+∞
k=0 log(log(k+3))|k〉〈k| be a positive operator. By the Lemma
in [17] the corresponding set KF,E is compact. Since Tr exp(−λF ) = +∞ for
any λ > 0, Proposition 1a in [36] and its proof imply the existence of a
sequence {ρn} ⊂ KF,E such that ρn = PnρnPn and limn→∞H(ρn) = +∞.
It is easy to show that I(Φn, ρn) ≥ 2qnH(PnρnPn) = 2qnH(ρn). Since
{ρn} ⊂ KF,E, this implies Cea(Φn, F, E) ≥ 2qnH(ρn). So, for any sequence
{qn} such that limn→∞ qn = 0 and limn→∞ qnH(ρn) = C > 0 we have
lim inf
n→+∞
Cea(Φn, F, E) ≥ 2C,
while the sequence {Φn} strongly converges to the completely depolarizing
channel Φ0(ρ) = [Trρ]|0〉〈0| for which Cea(Φ0, F, E) = 0.
8.4 On existence of the Fawzi-Renner recovery channel
for arbitrary tripartite state
The fundamental strong subadditivity property of the von Neumann entropy,
which means the nonnegativity of I(A : C|B)ω, was recently specified by
Fawzi and Renner who proved in [11] that for any state ωABC there exists a
recovery channel Φ : B → BC such that
2−
1
2
I(A:C|B)ω ≤ F (ωABC, IdA ⊗ Φ(ωAB)) (79)
where F (ρ, σ)
.
= ‖√ρ√σ‖1 is the quantum fidelity between states ρ and σ.22
This result can be considered as a ε-version of the well-known characteriza-
tion of a state ωABC for which I(A :C|B)ω = 0 as a Markov chain (i.e. as
22Recently it was shown that the recovery channel Φ : B → BC satisfying (79) can be
chosen independently of A [38].
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a state reconstructed from its marginal state ωAB by a channel IdA ⊗ Φ). It
has several important applications in quantum information theory [11, 41].
The existence of a channel Φ satisfying (79) is proved in [11] in finite-
dimensional settings by quasi-explicit construction. Then, by using approxi-
mation technic, this result is extended in [11, 38] to a state ωABC of infinite-
dimensional system assuming that I(A :C|B)ω = H(A|B)ω−H(A|BC)ω, i.e.
assuming that the marginal entropies of ωABC are finite.
It is also shown in Remark 5.3 in [11] that in finite dimensions a channel
Φ : B → BC satisfying (79) can be chosen in such a way that
[Φ(ωB)]B = ωB and [Φ(ωB)]C = ωC , (80)
i.e. a recovery channel Φ may exactly reproduce the marginal states.23
The properties of the extended conditional mutual information (described
in Section 6) make possible to show the existence of a recovery channel satis-
fying (80) for all states of infinite-dimensional tripartite system starting with
the above-mentioned finite-dimensional result.
Proposition 13. (ID-version of Remark 5.3 in [11]) For arbitrary
state ωABC of infinite-dimensional tripartite system there exists a channel
Φ : B → BC satisfying (79) and (80) provided I(A : C|B)ω is the extended
conditional mutual information (described in Theorem 2).
We will use the following corollary of the compactness criterion for families
of quantum operations in the strong convergence topology [19, Corollary 2].24
Lemma 7. Let ρA be a full rank state in S(HA) and {Φn} be a sequence
of quantum operations from A to BC such that
[Φn(ρA)]B ≤ ρB and [Φn(ρA)]C ≤ ρC ∀n
for some operators ρB ∈ T+(HB) and ρC ∈ T+(HC). Then the sequence
{Φn} is relatively compact in the strong convergence topology.
Proof. It suffices to note that the set {ω ∈ T+(HBC) |ωB ≤ ρB, ωC ≤ ρC}
is compact (see Corollary 6 in [19]) and to apply Corollary 2 in [19]. 
23In Remark 5.3 in [11] the existence of a quantum operation Φ′ satisfying (79) such
that [Φ′(ωB)]B ≤ ωB and [Φ′(ωB)]C ≤ ωC is shown. A quantum channels Φ satisfying
(79) and (80) can be obtained via Φ′ as follows Φ(ρ) = Φ′(ρ) + [Trρ−TrΦ′(ρ)]σ, where σ
is the normalized positive operator (ωB − [Φ′(ωB)]B)⊗ (ωC − [Φ′(ωB)]C).
24The strong convergence topology is described in Sec.8.2
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Proof of Proposition 13 . By Remark 5.3 in [11] the assertion of the
proposition is valid if ωA, ωB and ωC are finite rank states. We will extend
the class of states for which this assertion is valid to the whole set S(HABC)
by several steps (1-4).
To simplify notations we will assume in each step that HX = suppωX for
X = A,B,C, so that dimA = rankωA, etc.
Throughout the proof we will assume that P nX is the spectral projector of a
state ωX corresponding to its n maximal eigenvalues, X = A,B,C. Speaking
about compactness and convergence of a sequence of quantum operations we
will have in mind that the strong convergence topology is used.
Step 1. Assume that dimA ≤ +∞ but dimB < +∞ and dimC < +∞.
Let
ωnABC = λ
−1
n QnωABCQn, Qn = P
n
A ⊗ IB ⊗ IC , λn = TrQnωABC .
By Remark 5.3 in [11] for each n there is a channel Φn : B → BC such that
2−
1
2
I(A:C|B)ωn ≤ F (ωnABC , IdA ⊗ Φn(ωnAB)) (81)
and
[Φn(ω
n
B)]B = ω
n
B and [Φn(ω
n
B)]C = ω
n
C (82)
Since B and BC are finite-dimensional systems, the sequence {Φn} is rela-
tively compact. So, we may assume that there exists limn→∞Φn = Φ∗. By
Corollary 8 we have
lim
n→∞
I(A :C|B)ωn = I(A :C|B)ω, (83)
while the continuity of the quantum fidelity (Lemma B.9 in [11]) implies
lim
n→∞
F (ωnABC , IdA ⊗ Φn(ωnAB)) = F (ωABC , IdA ⊗ Φ∗(ωAB)). (84)
It follows from (81)-(84) that the channel Φ∗ satisfies (79) and (80).
Step 2. Assume that dimA ≤ +∞ and dimB ≤ +∞ but dimC < +∞.
Let
ωnABC = λ
−1
n QnωABCQn, Qn = IA ⊗ P nB ⊗ IC , λn = TrQnωABC .
By the previous step for each n there is a channel Φn : Bn → BnC, where Bn
corresponds to the subspace P nB(HB), such that (81) and (82) hold. Consider
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the quantum operation Ψn = Φn◦Πn from B to BC, where Πn(·) = P nB(·)P nB.
Since P nB is a spectral projector of ωB, it follows from (82) that
[Ψn(ωB)]B = λnω
n
B ≤ ωB and [Ψn(ωB)]C = λnωnC ≤ ωC ∀n. (85)
Since ωB is a full rank state, the sequence {Ψn} is relatively compact by
Lemma 7. So, we may assume that there exists limn→∞Ψn = Φ∗. It is easy
to see that Φ∗ is a channel. It follows from (85) that the channel Φ∗ satisfies
condition (80). By noting that
IdA ⊗ Φ∗(ωAB) = lim
n→∞
IdA ⊗Ψn(ωAB) = lim
n→∞
IdA ⊗ Φn(ωnAB)
and that relation (83) is also valid in this case by Corollary 8 (dimC < +∞),
we obtain from (81),(83) and (84) that the channel Φ∗ satisfies condition (79).
Step 3. Assume that dimA = dimB = dimC = +∞ and ωBC is a full
rank state. Let
ωnABC = λ
−1
n QnωABCQn, Qn = IA ⊗ IB ⊗ P nC , λn = TrQnωABC .
By the previous step for each n there is a channel Φn : B → BC such that
(81) and (82) hold. Consider the quantum operation Ψn = Φn ◦Θ ◦Πn from
BC to BC, where Θ(·) = TrC(·) and Πn(·) = IB ⊗ P nC(·)IB ⊗ P nC . Since P nC
is a spectral projector of ωC , it follows from (82) that
[Ψn(ωBC)]B = λnω
n
B ≤ ωB and [Ψn(ωBC)]C = λnωnC ≤ ωC ∀n.
Since ωBC is a full rank state, the sequence {Ψn} is relatively compact by
Lemma 7. So, we may assume that there exists limn→∞Ψn = Ψ∗. It is easy
to see that Ψ∗ is a channel from BC to BC.
Let Λ(ρ) = ρ⊗ σ be a channel from B to BC, where σ is a given state in
S(HC). Consider the channel Φ∗ = Ψ∗ ◦ Λ from B to BC. Since
Ψ∗(ρBC) = lim
n→∞
Ψn(ρBC) = lim
n→∞
Ψn(ρB ⊗ σ) = Ψ∗(ρB ⊗ σ) = Φ∗(ρB)
for any state ρBC ∈ S(HBC), we have Ψ∗ = Φ∗ ◦Θ. By noting that
Φ∗(ωB) = lim
n→∞
Ψn(ωB ⊗ σ) = lim
n→∞
[TrP nCσ]Φn(ωB),
we obtain from (82) that the channel Φ∗ satisfies condition (80). Since
IdA⊗Φ∗(ωAB) = IdA⊗Ψ∗(ωABC) = lim
n→∞
IdA⊗Ψn(ωABC) = lim
n→∞
IdA⊗Φn(ωnAB)
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it follows from (81),(83) and (84) that the channel Φ∗ satisfies condition (79).
In this case (83) follows from the lower semicontinuity of I(A :C|B)ω and its
monotonicity under local operations (Theorem 2).
Step 4. To relax the full rank condition for ωBC consider the sequence of
states
ωnABC = (1− εn)ωABC + εnωAB ⊗ ωC ,
where εn = 1/n. Since ωB ⊗ ωC is a full rank state, ωnBC is a full rank state
for each n. By the previous step for each n there is a channel Φn : B → BC
such that (81) and (82) hold. Since ωnB = ωB and ω
n
C = ωC for all n, it follows
from (82) and Lemma 7 that the sequence {Φn} is relatively compact. So, we
may assume that there exists limn→∞Φn = Φ∗. It follows from (81)-(84) that
the channel Φ∗ satisfies conditions (79) and (80). In this case (83) follows
from Lemma 8 below .
Lemma 8. Let ωABC be an arbitrary state of a tripartite system and
ωεABC = (1− ε)ωABC + εωAB ⊗ ωC, where ε ∈ (0, 1), then
lim
ε→+0
I(A :C|B)ωε = I(A :C|B)ω.
Proof. First assume that I(A :C|B)ω is well defined by formula (36), i.e.
I(A :C|B)ω = H(ωABC ‖ωA ⊗ ωBC)−H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB).
Since ωεX = ωX for X = A,B,C,AB and ω
ε
BC = (1 − ε)ωBC + εωB ⊗ ωC ,
the joint convexity of the quantum relative entropy implies
I(A :C|B)ωε = H(ωεABC ‖ωA ⊗ ωεBC)−H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB)
≤ (1− ε)H(ωABC ‖ωA ⊗ ωBC) + εH(ωAB ⊗ ωC ‖ωA ⊗ ωB ⊗ ωC)
−H(ωAB‖ωA ⊗ ωB) = (1− ε) I(A :C|B)ω
By using approximation property (42) it is easy to show that the inequality
I(A :C|B)ωε ≤ (1− ε) I(A :C|B)ω,
is valid for any state ωABC . The assertion of the lemma follows from this
inequality and the lower semicontinuity of I(A :C|B)ω (Theorem 2). 
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Appendix: Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
Proof Theorem 1. A) Prove first that
lim
k→∞
I(A :B)ωk = I(A :B)ω0 (86)
if condition b) is valid, i.e. if λkω
k ≤ ΦkA ⊗ΦkB(ω0) for some sequences {ΦkA}
and {ΦkB} of quantum operations and some sequence {λk} converging to 1.
We will use the inequality
λI(A :B)ρ + (1− λ)I(A :B)σ ≤ I(A :B)λρ+(1−λ)σ + h2(λ), (87)
where h2(λ) is the binary entropy, valid for arbitrary operators ρ, σ ∈ T+(HAB)
such that max{Trρ,Trσ} ≤ 1. If all the marginal entropies of the operators ρ
and σ are finite then (87) directly follows from (17) and (7). In general case
(87) can be proved by approximating the operators ρ and σ by the sequences
of operators
ρk = P
k
A ⊗ P kB · ρ · P kA ⊗ P kB and σk = P kA ⊗ P kB · σ · P kA ⊗ P kB,
where {P kA} ⊂ B(HA) and {P kB} ⊂ B(HB) are sequences of finite rank
projectors strongly converging to the identity operators IA and IB.
Since (87) holds for the operators ρk and σk for all k, validity of (87) for
the operators ρ and σ follows from the relations
lim
k→+∞
I(A :B)̺k = I(A :B)̺ ≤ +∞, ̺ = ρ, σ, λρ+ (1− λ)σ,
which directly follow from the lower semicontinuity of the quantum mutual
information and its monotonicity under local operations.
Inequality (87), nonnegativity and monotonicity of the quantum mutual
information under local operations show that
λkI(A :B)ωk ≤ I(A :B)Φk
A
⊗Φk
B
(ω0) + γkh2(λ
′
k) ≤ I(A :B)ω0 + γkh2(λ′k),
where γk = TrΦ
k
A ⊗ ΦkB(ω0) ≤ Trω0 and λ′k = γ−1k λkTrωk ≥ λkTrωk/Trω0.
This inequality and the lower semicontinuity of I(A :B)ω imply (86).
In the next part of the proof we will use the identity
I(A :B)ω + I(B :C)ω = 2H(ωB) (88)
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valid for any 1-rank operator ω ∈ T+(HABC) (with possible value +∞ in the
both sides). If H(ωA), H(ωB) and H(ωC) are finite then (88) is easily verified
by noting that H(ωA) = H(ωBC), H(ωB) = H(ωAC) and H(ωC) = H(ωAB).
In general case (88) can be proved by approximating the operator ω by the
sequence of operators
ωk = P kA ⊗ P kB ⊗ P kC · ω · P kA ⊗ P kB ⊗ P kC ,
where {P kX} ⊂ B(HX) is a sequence of finite rank projectors strongly con-
verging to the identity operator IX , X = A,B,C. Since identity (88) holds
for each operator ωk, its validity for the operator ω follows from the relations
lim
k→+∞
I(X :Y )ωk = I(X :Y )ω ≤ +∞, XY = AB,BC, (89)
and
lim
k→+∞
H(ωkB) = H(ωB) ≤ +∞ (90)
Since ωkXY ≤ P kX ⊗P kY ωXY P kX⊗P kY , relations (89) follow from the continuity
condition b) proved before. Relation (90) follows from Lemma 2.
To prove condition a) it suffices, by symmetry, to prove (86) assuming
that there exists
lim
k→+∞
H(ωkB) = H(ω
0
B) < +∞.
By Lemma 1 there is a sequence {ω˜k} of 1-rank operators in T+(HABC)
converging to an operator ω˜0 such that ω˜kAB = ω
k for all k ≥ 0. Since the
sequence {ω˜kBC} converges to the state ω˜0BC , the lower semicontinuity of the
quantum mutual information shows that
lim inf
k→+∞
I(A : B)ω˜k ≥ I(A : B)ω˜0 , lim inf
k→+∞
I(B : C)ω˜k ≥ I(B : C)ω˜0
while limk→+∞H(ω˜
k
B) = H(ω˜
0
B) < +∞ by the assumption (ω˜kB = ωkB). So,
identity (88) and Lemma 3 imply (86).
B) It suffices to assume that ΦA is an arbitrary operation and ΦB = IdB.
We have to show that continuity of the function I(A : B)ω on a subset
A ⊂ T+(HAB) implies continuity of the function I(A′ :B)ΦA⊗IdB(ω) on A.
If ΦA is a quantum channels then this implication directly follows from
Corollary 10B, since by the Stinespring representation ΦA is isomorphic to a
subchannel of a partial trace.
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If ΦA is a trace non-preserving operation then consider the channel ΨA =
ΦA⊕∆ from A to A′′ = A′⊕Ac, where ∆(ρ) = [Trρ−TrΦA(ρ)]σ is a quantum
operation from A to Ac determined by a fixed state σ ∈ S(HAc). We have25
I(A′′ :B)ΨA⊗IdB(ωAB)
.
= H (ΨA ⊗ IdB(ωAB)‖ΨA(ωA)⊗ ωB)
= H (ΦA ⊗ IdB(ωAB)‖ΦA(ωA)⊗ ωB)
+H (∆⊗ IdB(ωAB)‖∆(ωA)⊗ ωB)
= I(A′ :B)ω˜ +H (ω˜B‖λωB)
+H (∆⊗ IdB(ωAB)‖∆(ωA)⊗ ωB) ,
(91)
where ω˜A′B = ΦA ⊗ IdB(ωAB) and λ = Trω˜A′B. Since ΨA is a channel, the
continuity of I(A :B)ω on A implies, by the above remark, continuity of the
left hand side of (91) on A. Since all the summands in the right hand side
of (91) are lower semicontinuous functions, Lemma 3 shows that all these
summands are continuous on A. 
Proof of Theorem 2. To show the uniqueness of a function with the stated
properties it suffices to assume that F (ω) is a lower semicontinuous function
on the set S(HABC) possessing property C3 and coinciding with I(A :C|B)ω
given by formula (36) on the set of states with finite I(A :B)ω.
Chose any sequence of channels ΦkA : T(HA)→ T(HA) with finite output
entropy such that limk→∞Φ
k
A(ρ) = ρ for any ρ ∈ S(HA). Then the lower
semicontinuity of F and property C3 imply
F (ω) = lim
k→∞
F (ΦkA ⊗ IdBC(ω)) = lim
k→∞
I(A :C|B)Φk
A
⊗IdBC(ω)
,
for any state ω ∈ S(HABC), where I(A :C|B)Φk
A
⊗IdBC(ω)
is defined by formula
(36), since upper bound (19) shows that I(A :B)Φk
A
⊗IdBC(ω)
< +∞ for all k.
So, F (ω) is uniquely determined.
By Remark 4 formulas (36), (37), (38) and (39) determine F-extensions
of the quantity I(A :C|B)ω defined in (35) respectively to the sets
S1 = {ωABC | I(A :B)ω < +∞} , S2 = {ωABC | I(B :C)ω < +∞} ,
S3 = {ωABC |H(ωB) < +∞} , S4 = {ωABC |H(ωABC) < +∞} .
25Here we use the following property of the relative entropy H(ρ1 + ρ2 ‖σ1 + σ2) =
H(ρ1‖σ1) +H(ρ2‖σ2) if ρ1ρ2 = σ1σ2 = ρ1σ2 = σ1ρ2 = 0 [31].
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By uniqueness of F-extension (Lemma 5) any pair of formulae (36)-(39)
coincide on the set Si∩Sj where both of them are well defined. So, formulae
(36)-(39) correctly determine F-extension of the quantity I(A :C|B) defined
in (35) to the set
S∗ =
4⋃
i=1
Si = {ωABC | min{I(A :B)ω, I(B :C)ω, H(ωABC), H(ωB)} < +∞}
of states for which at least one of these formulae is well defined. It follows,
in particular, that formulae (36) and (37) coincide on the set
T0 = {ω ∈ T+(HABC) | I(A :B)ω < +∞, I(B :C)ω < +∞} (92)
containing the set Tf = {ω ∈ T+(HABC) | rankωA < +∞, rankωC < +∞}.
First we will prove the stated properties of Ie(A :C|B)ω for the function
F (ω) = sup
PA,PC
I(A :C|B)QωQ, Q = PA ⊗ IB ⊗ PC , (93)
on the cone T+(HABC), where
I(A :C|B)QωQ = I(A :BC)QωQ− I(A :B)QωQ = I(AB :C)QωQ− I(B :C)QωQ
(since QωQ ∈ Tf) and the supremum is over all finite rank projectors PA in
B(HA) and PC in B(HC). Then we will show that F (ω) coincides with the
function Ie(A : C|B)ω defined by (40). By symmetry this would imply the
coincidence of (40) and (41).
By Corollary 1 the function ω 7→ I(A :C|B)QωQ, Q = PA ⊗ IB ⊗ PC , is
continuous on the cone T+(HABC) for any finite rank projectors PA and PC .
Hence F (ω) is a lower semicontinuous function on T+(HABC).
The below Lemma 9 shows, by symmetry, that the set T0 defined in (92)
is invariant under local operations ΦA : A→ A and ΦC : C → C and that
I(A :C|B)ω ≥ I(A :C|B)ΦA⊗IdB⊗ΦC(ω) for any ω ∈ T0. (94)
Hence
I(A :C|B)ω ≥ I(A :C|B)QωQ for any ω ∈ T0,
where Q = PA⊗IB⊗PC , for any finite rank projectors PA and PC . It follows
that
F (ω) = I(A :C|B)ω for any ω ∈ Tf , (95)
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where I(A :C|B)ω is given by the both formulae (36) and (37).
The lower semicontinuity of F implies
F (ω) = lim
k→∞
F (QkωQk), Qk = P
k
A ⊗ IB ⊗ P kC , (96)
for arbitrary operator ω ∈ T+(HABC) and any sequences {P kA} ⊂ B(HA),
{P kC} ⊂ B(HC) of finite rank projectors strongly converging to the identity
operators IA, IC , since (93) and (95) show that
F (ω) ≥ I(A :C|B)QkωQk = F (QkωQk) for all k.
By definition of F-extension (96) implies F (ω) = I(A :C|B)ω for any state ω
in the above-defined set S∗.
The nonnegativity of the function F (the first part of C1) follows from its
definition (by the monotonicity of the relative entropy under partial trace).
To prove C2 note that for any state ω formula (37) implies validity of C2
for all the operators QkωQk in (96). So, by using faithfulness of the quantum
mutual information and (96) we obtain
I(AB : C)ω = lim
k→∞
I(AB : C)QkωQk ≥ lim
k→∞
F (QkωQk) = F (ω).
To prove C3 note that for any state ω all the operators QkωQk in (96)
belong to the set Tf ⊂ T0. So, by using (94), (95), (96) and the lower
semicontinuity of F , we obtain
F (ω) = lim
k→∞
F (QkωQk) ≥ lim inf
k→∞
F (Ψ(QkωQk)) ≥ F (Ψ(ω)),
where Ψ = ΦA ⊗ IdB ⊗ ΦC .26
The validity of property (10) for any state in the set S∗ follows from the
existence of F-extension of I(A :C|B) to this set and its coincidence with F
proved before. Property (42) means that
lim
l→∞
F (ωkl) = F (ωk) and lim
k→∞
F (ωk) = F (ω),
where ωk = liml→∞ ω
kl. Since the state ωk belong to the set S∗ for each k,
property (10) holds for this state implying the first of these limit relations.
26To simplify notation we consider quantum operations A → A and C → C. General-
ization to quantum operations A→ A′ and C → C′ is obvious.
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The second one follows from the lower semicontinuity of F and property C3
proved before.
Now we can show coincidence of the function Ie(A :C|B) defined by (40)
with the function F defined by (93).
Let Q1 = PA ⊗ IB ⊗ IC and Q2 = PA ⊗ IB ⊗ PC . The proved properties
of the function F imply
I(A :C|B)Q1ωQ1 = F (Q1ωQ1) ≥ F (Q2ωQ2) = I(A :C|B)Q2ωQ2
and
I(A :C|B)Q1ωQ1 = F (Q1ωQ1) ≤ F (ω)
for any state ω. The first of these inequalities implies Ie(A :C|B)ω ≥ F (ω),
while the second one shows that Ie(A :C|B)ω ≤ F (ω).
Properties C4-C5 of Ie(A :C|B)ω can be derived by approximation from
the same properties of the conditional mutual information in the finite-
dimensional settings. In the case of C4 it suffices to use property (42). In the
case of C5 the second part of Corollary 9 (i.e. property (45)) is necessary.27
To prove the second part of C1 note that Ie(A : C|B)ω = 0 implies, by
Proposition 13 in Sect.8.4. (proved independently), the existence of a channel
Φ : B → BC such that ωABC = IdA ⊗ Φ(ωAB). The converse statement
follows from definition (40) of Ie(A :C|B)ω. 
Lemma 9. For arbitrary quantum operation ΦA : A → A the set T0 is
invariant under the map ΦA ⊗ IdBC and I(A :C|B)ω ≥ I(A :C|B)ΦA⊗IdBC(ω)
for any ω ∈ T0.
Proof. If ΦA is a channel then the assertion of the lemma directly follows
from monotonicity of the quantum mutual information and formula (37),
since in this case I(B :C)ΦA⊗IdBC (ω) = I(B :C)ω for any state ωABC .
If ΦA is a trace non-preserving operation then consider the channel ΨA =
ΦA⊕∆ from A to A′ = A⊕Ac, where ∆(ρ) = [Trρ−TrΦA(ρ)]σ is a quantum
operation from A to Ac determined by a fixed state σ ∈ S(HAc).
Let ω˜ABC = ΦA⊗IdBC(ωABC), ωcABC = ∆⊗IdBC(ωABC) and λ = Trω˜ABC .
To prove the invariance of T0 it suffices to note that I(A :B)ω˜ ≤ I(A :B)ω by
monotonicity of the quantum mutual information and that inequality (87)
implies I(B :C)ω˜ ≤ I(B :C)ω˜+ωc+h2(λ) = I(B :C)ω+h2(λ) (the last equality
holds, since ΨA is a channel).
27Property C5 of Ie(A :C|B)ω is not used in the proof of Corollary 9.
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Similarly to (91) we have
I(A′B :C)ω˜+ωc = I(AB :C)ω˜ +H (ω˜C ‖λωC) +H (ωcABC ‖ωcAB ⊗ ωC) , (97)
while the joint convexity of the relative entropy and relation (8) imply
I(B :C)ω˜+ωc = H (ω˜BC + ω
c
BC ‖(ω˜B + ωcB)⊗ ωC)
≤ H (ω˜BC ‖ω˜B ⊗ ωC) +H (ωcBC ‖ωcB ⊗ ωC)
= I(B :C)ω˜ +H (ω˜C ‖λωC) +H (ωcBC ‖ωcB ⊗ ωC) .
(98)
We have I(A′B :C)ω˜+ωc ≤ I(AB :C)ω and I(B :C)ω˜+ωc = I(B :C)ω (since
ΨA is a channel). Hence it follows from (97) and (98) that
I(AB :C)ω˜ − I(B :C)ω˜ ≤ I(AB :C)ω − I(B :C)ω − δ
where δ = H (ωcABC ‖ωcAB ⊗ ωC) − H (ωcBC ‖ωcB ⊗ ωC) ≥ 0 by monotonicity
of the relative entropy. 
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